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findings to NASA.
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PREFACE

ASTRONOMERS AND ENGINEERS REALIZED that

there was a problem with the images of

Hubble Space Telescope (HST) shortly

after it was launched in April 1990. The

quality of the images failed to improve

despite attempts to adjust the alignment

of the optics. NASA concluded in June

1990 that the HST primary mirror had

been manufactured with the wrong

shape. Compared with the desired pro-

file, the mirror surface is too low by an

amount that from the center to the edge

grows from zero to 0.002 mm or four

wavelengths of optical light. NASA

convened an investigatory board in July
1990 under Dr. Lew Allen, which re-

ported in November 1990 how the error

probably occurred. In late 1980 or early

1981, a technician had improperly as-

sembled a measuring device used to

figure the primary mirror. Though tests

at the time indicated a problem, the

warning was not heeded, and the HST
was assembled and launched with the

flawed mirror.

The deformity of the HST mirror

causes spherical aberration in the im-

ages. This means light rays come to a

focus at different distances depending

on the radius at which the rays strike the

mirror, as shown in Figure 1. Light from

the edge of the primary mirror comes to

a focus about 38 mm beyond where the

innermost rays converge.
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Figure 1. Spherical aberration means that
light rays from different radii on the

primary mirror come to focus at different
distances. The marginal focus is 38 mm

below the focus of the innermost rays,

which graze the secondary mirror. The

paraxial focus is obscured. Currently, the

adopted focus (not shown) is 12 mm below

the paraxial focus.

No positions, orientations, or other adjustments of the primary and secondary mir-

ror can produce the diffraction-limited images required by much of the HST science

program. The center of a star image in visible light has a core of radius 0.1 arcsec con-

taining about 15% of the light; 70% was expected. The rest is spread about in a complex

halo of radius 3 arcsec. Since aperture diffraction sets the size of the image core, the size

is smaller at shorter wavelengths. The size of the halo, on the other hand, is set by geo-

metrical optics and is constant. (The pattern of the halo varies with wavelength because

it is an interference pattern.)

Spherical aberration degrades the science capacity of HST. Good science is being

accomplished with HST as it is, but many crucial investigations--including many of

the original justifications for HST--are on hold until the problem is solved.



Whentheopticalproblemwasannounced,NASAbeganto seeksolutionsandde-
veloparecoveryplan.In thefirstphase,NASAfocusedonhowtomodifythescientific
instrumentsalreadyunderdevelopment.TheseinstrumentsaretheSpaceTelescope
ImagingSpectrograph(STIS),theNear-InfraredCameraandMulti-ObjectSpectrom-
eter(NICMOS),andthesecondWideFieldandPlanetaryCamera(WFPCII), which
NASAbegantobuild in 1985asa"clone"of theWFPCnowinHST.NASAfoundit is
feasibletocorrectthesefutureinstrumentstocompensateforsphericalaberration.Based
onthisfinding,NASAadoptedaninitial baselineplantoinstallthecorrectedWFPCII
in placeof WFPCon thefirstservicingmissionin 1993,andlater,onasecondmission
in 1996,to installSTISor NICMOSeitherto recoverspectroscopiccapabilities(in the
caseofSTIS)or toaddnewinfraredcapabilities(withNICMOS).

Thisinitial recoveryplanof NASArestoredfaintsourcedetection,oneof themost
criticalcapabilitiescrippledby sphericalaberration.However,theplandelayedim-
provingspectroscopyuntil thesecondhalfoftheHSTmission,anddid notaddressfull-
resolutionimagingatall.Forthesereasons,theHSTStrategyPanelwasformedin mid-
August1990withacharterto searchbrisklyforadditionaloralternativesolutions.

In thissecondphaseofNASAstudy,theHSTStrategyPanelsoughtthebestoverall
strategytorecoverall primaryHSTsciencecapabilitiesatanearlytime.ThePaneldid
notadopttheWFPCII fix asa groundrule,but started"with a cleansheetof paper,"
andtried toidentifyandreviewall potential options to alleviate the negative effects of

spherical aberration on the HST science program. However, the Panel's recommenda-

tions and deliberations were firmly rooted in the assumption that the schedule for the

two second generation instruments, STIS and NICMOS, would be adhered to by NASA.

The HST Strategy Panel's findings and recommendations were presented to Dr.

Riccardo Giacconi, Director of the Space Telescope Science Institute, on October 18,1990.

The Panel proposed a new program component as part of an augmented recovery

strategy. The new component is the Corrective Optics Space Telescope Axial Replace-

ment (COSTAR), a device to deploy corrective optics in front of the Faint Object Cam-

era (FOC), High Resolution Spectrograph (HRS), and Faint Object Spectrograph (FOS).

The strategy is to install both COSTAR and WFPC 11into HST on the first servicing

mission in 1993, and to fix the HST pointing problems. This strategy recovers essentially

all the science capabilities expected at launch.

Dr. Giacconi endorsed the oral recommendations of the Panel and took the findings

to NASA management. The Panel made a presentation at NASA Headquarters on Oc-

tober 26, 1990. In the following weeks, NASA conducted an intensive study of the

feasibility and costs of COSTAR. In December 1990, NASA Headquarters authorized

the implementation of the COSTAR program to proceed.



SYNOPSIS

THEHST STRATEGYPANELHELDK)URMEETINGSbetween mid-August and mid-October 1990.

At these meetings, a wide variety of options for correcting spherical aberration were

identified and debated. This report, as outlined below, presents the Panel's findings and

recommendations.

The OI'TICAL PROBLEMis now understood well enough to design and install a highly ef-

fective optical correction.

The OPTICALSOLtrrION is a pair of mirrors for each Science Instrument (SI) field of view.

The first corrective mirror forms an image of the HST primary mirror on

the second corrective mirror; the second corrective mirror has spherical

aberration in precisely the same amount as the primary mirror--but with

the opposite mathematical sign, thus cancelling the effect.

The COSTAR is the proposed device to carry and deploy the corrective optics for three

scientific instruments, the FOC, HRS, and FOS. COSTAR would replace

the High Speed Photometer (HSP).

The POINTING of HST must be improved to gain full value from the restored HST optical

performance. The solar array "snap" that causes HST to lose pointing lock

at day/night transitions must be fixed. The Panel further recommends

that the operational parameters of the guidance system be adjusted to

reduce jitter in the coarse tracking mode.

The WFPC II is being corrected with the same optical solution used in COSTAR. The

Panel found that the alignment of the corrective optics is critical, which

COSTAR can assure by special mechanisms. No comparable mechanisms

exist in the original design for WFPC, and because WFPC II is a close copy

of the original, the Panel recommends that the issue of WFPC II align-
ment be addressed with critical attention.

The 1993 SERVICINGI_[ISSIONcan install tile WFPC 1I and COSTAR. This currently planned

mission can solve the spherical aberration problem for the Sis, fix the so-

lar array disturbances, and replace other subsystems, as necessary.

The RECOMMENDEDSTRATEGYis to develop COSTAR on an urgent basis, continue WFPC

II development with special attention to the alignment concerns, and

improve the coarse track pointing performance by operational measures.

Then, the 1993 HST servicing mission restores the scientific functionality

expected at launch.
The FRESH REASONSto commit new resources to fix HST are abundant in the science

program awaiting sharp images and precise pointing. This science pro-

gram is the culmination of decades, even centuries, of maturing questions

about the universe. It is also a program proposed largely by young as-
tronomers, who need a restored HST to make the discoveries that will

propel astronomical exploration into the twenty-first century.

The APPENDICESdocument the approach, options, background findings, and analyses

of the HST Strategy Panel.

i
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OPTICALPROBLEM

THE OPTICALTELESCOPEASSEMBLY(OTA) consists of a 2.4 m diameter f/2.3 hyperbolic

primary mirror and a 0.34 m hyperbolic secondary mirror separated by 4.9 m. In the

design, the conic constants (negative of the squared eccentricities) of the primary and

secondary mirrors were chosen to yield zero third-order spherical aberration and field

coma on the focal surface. (This is the Ritchey-Chr6tien criterion.)

The image quality of a precision optical system like HST is critically dependent on

the correct alignment, or collimation, of the primary and secondary mirrors. For this

purpose, the HST secondary mirror is designed so that it can be precisely positioned

with all six degrees of rigid-body freedom.

To assist with the alignment of the OTA, three radial shearing interferometers, called

Wave-Front Sensors (WFS), are located at the inner edges of the FGS fields of view. Their

purpose is to provide measurements of the wavefront of light from a star. However, the

WFS performance is badly degraded by spherical aberration. As a result, most of the

diagnostic, focusing, and collimation efforts have relied on star images taken with the
W-FPC and FOC.

The on-axis image was expected to have wavefront aberrations totalling about 1/20

wave rms at 633 nm wavelength. The conventional definition of "diffraction limited"--

Mar6chal's criterion--is that the Strehl ratio of the peak intensity of the point spread

function (PSF) to the theoretical limit in the absence of aberrations be greater than 0.8.

This definition is equivalent to requiring that the

wavefront error be less than 1/14 wave rms. According

to optical metrology during the manufacturing of the

OTA mirrors, HST was expected to be diffraction limited

at wavelengths throughout the visible spectrum.

Star images taken with the WFPC have a tight core

containing about 15 percent of the light, a surrounding

plateau containing most of the energy, and "tendrils" ex-

tending in apparently random directions from the core.

The images are not consistent with those expected from

a defocused and uncollimated telescope. However, the

observations can be adequately reproduced by a com-

puter optical model including spherical aberration.

The best fits to WFPC star images indicate the HST

OTA has about 0.43 waves rms of spherical aberration at

633 nm wavelength. This error corresponds to a 4.6 _tm

optical path length error for marginal rays at the paraxial

focus, a 1.6 arcsec diameter circle of least confusion, a 2.3

_m surface error at the edge of the primary, and a change

of the primary mirror conic constant from the specified -
1.0022985 to about -1.014.

The marginal focus is about 43 mm from the paraxial

focus in the f/24 focal plane. The adopted focus is in be-

tween, about 12 mm from the paraxial focus. Moving
closer to the diffraction focus or to the circle of least con-

,:;.-:
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Figure 2a. The expected

appearance of an HST
visible-light star image.
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Figure 2b. An actual HST

star image.
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fusion causes the outer halo to decrease in size, but the movement also causes the core

energy to fall by about 40%.

The Strehl ratio of HST was predicted to be close to 0.9 at 633 nm. Due to spherical

aberration, it is an order of magnitude lower, 0.10. Nevertheless, it is still an order of

magnitude better than the value 0.012 for 0.5 arcsec ground-based seeing.

Because spherical aberration affects FOC images as well as WFPC images, the prob-

lem must be in the OTA, i.e., on either the primary or the secondary mirror. If the error

were on the secondary mirror, it would cause coma with a linear dependence on field

angle, which is not observed. For example, the expected 0.5 waves rms of coma at the

FGS field position, 10-14 arcmin off-axis, would destroy the interferometer fringe vis-

ibility (S-curves). Also, the FOC, which has the largest off-axis distance (6.6 arcmin) of

any SI, does not exhibit significant coma. Hence, the major--and perhaps the entire---

error is on the primary mirror.

The NASA-appointed board chaired by Dr. Lew Allen, which has investigated the

cause of the spherical aberration problem, has uncovered an error of 1.3 mm in the

placement of a field lens in the reflective null corrector used in the manufacture of the

HST primary mirror. This error alone would lead to the primary mirror having a conic
constant estimated at -1.0132, or an on-axis wavefront error in the OTA of 0.40 waves

rms at 633 nm.

Thus, the star images and fossil evidence agree on the value and location of the HST

optical problem. The primary mirror has an incorrect conic constant, -1.013 or -1.014,

instead of -1.00230. The estimated uncertainty in the "prescription" for the optical cor-

rections envisioned by this report is the difference between the two estimates of the actual

conic constant. Today, the error is about t0%. This is adequate to assure at least a 90%

correction of the spherical aberration problem.

Adopted focus

: _ii!ii:

:-:_.": ::_ :3 _:::: ::_:_::i_::::::::::_:::::,, ::::::::::::::::::::::::

.i-:-:- ::T_-'.::i:i:i:__i:i:_.::'_:'.'_i:ii:i:i:iiiii

:'"::_:- ""S.; ....:::

==========================......
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Observed Simulation

Figure 3. Star images taken with the Planetary Camera near 5000 /_ compared to

simulations with spherical aberration. The close correspondence between computer model

results and observations shows that the HST optical error is simply characterized.
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OPTICALSOLUTION

THE CORRECrORSYSTEMproposed for the FOC, HRS and FOS consists of two mirrors, M 1

and M 2 (Figure 4). M 1 forms an image of the OTA pupil at M 2 and an image of the OTA

field between the mirrors. The latter image is relayed by M 2 to the SI aperture. M 1 has

the function of a field mirror and is a simple sphere. The correction of spherical aberra-

tion is done by M 2 and is fully equivalent to correction at the OTA primary mirror itself.

This feature is unique among the SI-external optical corrector systems considered in this

report. It has the advantage that the corrected field is free of coma.

intermediate Field image

Instrument
Front

15ulkhead
I
I

M, I
I

-q-=__ OTA Image
I

M2 at Pupil Image [ L gl >>ll g2

SI Aperture

OTA Focus

Figure 4. Schematic optical design for the COSTAR corrective optics, M1and M_.

The principle of correcting the OTA spherical aberration at a pupil image is also

planned in the new instruments, WFPC II, STIS and NICMOS. In STIS, this correction

requires the addition of an internal corrector system before the slit. In NICMOS, an ini-

tial reimaging system is already present for the purpose of internal beam-steering, for

which a beam-steering mirror is placed at a pupil image to direct the OTA beam to one

of three cameras or one of three spectrographs. Beyond aspherizing this mirror, no

changes in NICMOS are necessary.

In general, the output f/ratio, F*, of the corrector system is not the same as that of

the OTA (F_ = 24). The ratio depends on the axial location of M 1 and is quantitatively

given by

F*/F_ --(1-g]/u)/(1, - gl/g2)

where u, gp and g2 are the distances from the OTA focal plane of, respectively, the OTA

exit pupil M 2, and M t Evidently, F* equals F_ only if gl = 0, i.e., when M 1 is placed in

the OTA focal plane. This leaves two options:

(a) Place M 1 inside the COSTAR, which is the device for carrying and deploying the

m

__1

_.J
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corrective optics. (COSTAR is described in the next section.)

(b) Place M 1 in front of the SI and accept an increase in f� ratio.

The first solution is certainly the most attractive with regard to restoration of the HST

potential. As will be shown below, it is quite suitable for the HRS and the FOS, but less

so for the FOC. For the latter, option (b) seems more promising at the present time.

M2

/

FOS , FOC f/96

M2_, _ FOOl/48

Figure 5. Placement of the COSTAR-deployed corrective optics for the HRS, FOS, and FOC.

A tentative arrangement of the corrector systems is shown in Figure 5. For the HRS,

M 1 is placed a few centimeters inside the COSTAR on a line normal to the dividing line
between the HRS and the COSTAR. In this manner the deviation angle of the chief ray

at M 2 is kept to a minimum. For the FOS, two corrector systems are required. The two

M 1 mirrors are placed directly opposite the FOS slits and at the same distance from the

OTA axis. The FOC also requires two corrector systems. Here, each of the field mirrors

is placed in front of the FOC enclosure on a line through the OTA axis and M 2.

For the present, the axial locations of the corrector mirrors have been chosen as shown

in Table 1. In the HRS and FOS, gl has been selected to create an output f� ratio, larger

than f/24, in order to allow for possible alignment errors. In the HRS, g2 has been se-

lected to place M 2 well below the WFPC pick-off mirror in order to prevent scattering

by M 2 into the WFPC field. It is then necessary to prevent scattering from the WFPC
mirror into the correctors, for which baffles should be provided to the extent possible.



Sl gl (mm) g2 (mm) F*

HRS 50 500 .f/27

FOS 50 300 fl28

FOC 185 520 //36

Table 1. Current values for the axial placement of the HRS, FOS, and

FOC corrector mirrors, and the resulting output beam f� ratios.

In the FOS, g2 was selected to keep the two beams just separated. In the FOC, gl was

selected to allow about 15 mm for deployment of the field mirrors in front of the enclo-

sure. The choice of g2 was about the same as for the HRS, and the result is an f/36

corrector output beam.

The principle used in the optical design of the corrector systems is to null spherical

aberration at the center of the corrected field and to restore astigmatism at this point to

the value for which the SI was designed. For correction of spherical aberration, a fourth-

order asphere suffices. Restoration of astigmatism requires either a toroidal blank for

M 2 or elliptical contours in the asphere. This conclusion is subject to further evaluation,

including feasibility of fabrication.

Away from the center, the images become astigmatic. The tangential and sagittal

image planes produced by the corrector are tilted with respect to those in the OTA. The

largest contribution comes from M2, which introduces a tilt difference between the

tangential and sagittal image planes equal to twice the deviation angle of the chief ray.

In addition, the tilt difference at the initial OTA image is not the same as is required at

the corrector image.

In the HRS and the FOS, the fields are very small. The tilt effects are of little conse-

quence and allow large margins for the deviation angle at M 2. Hence, positioning of M 1

within the COSTAR envelope is not critical. The aberration diameters corresponding to

the arrangement in Figure 5 are given in Table 2 at the comers of the target acquisition

fields. Evidently, the aberrations are small compared to the apertures, which leaves some

margin for uncertainty in the actual value of the conic constant of the OTA primary mirror

as well as other image imperfections. The optical solution fully restores the intended

performance of the HRS and FOS.

SI Corrector Field Size Aberration Diameter in Corners

HRS 1.8 x 1.8 arcsec 2 0.04 arcsec

FOS 3.7 x 3.7 arcsec 2 0.08 arcsec

Table 2. The aberration diameters in the corners of the target

acquisition fields of the spectrographs.



In the FOC, the fields are much larger. It is essential to keep the tilt effects at a mini-

mum; therefore, M 1 is placed in front of the FOC enclosure. The deviation angle at M 2

can be made as small as baffling allows. Placement of M 1 in the COSTAR would more
than double the aberrations.

Table 3 shows the aberration diameters in the full FOC fields. Also shown are the

aberrations in the "prime" area, i.e., the central quarter of the full field. Although sig-

nificantly improved imaging is achieved with this optical solution, full restoration of

performance is possible only in the central part of the field. The size of the well-corrected

area will depend on how well the OTA spherical aberration can be characterized at the

time the corrector systems are built.

Corrector fl ratio

New camera fl ratio

Corrector field size (arcsec 2)

Aberration diameter in corners (arcsec)
- Full Field
- Central Quarter

FOC Camera

fl48 fl96

36.3 36.3

72.5 145
29x29 15x15

0.25 0.13

0.08 0.04

Table 3. The F0C aberration diameters in the corners of the full field

and central quarber

The optical alignment of the corrector systems is critical. The positions of the mirrors

with respect to the SI fields can probably not be predicted to better than about I mm.

On the other hand, the pupil image must be centered on M 2within 0.1 mm or less to keep

coma acceptably small. Hence, on-orbit alignment is necessary. The simplest method of

alignment is to provide biaxial tilt or decentering for M 1 alone and to leave M 2 fixed. In

this manner the pupil image can be centered on M 2. An additional condition to be met

is that the chief ray must pass through the center of the SI slit. This is done simply by

repointing the telescope.

In the above scheme the simplest alignment criterion is to check the image for the

absence of coma after each iteration step. In practice, this may be a time-consuming

procedure, especially with the HRS and FOS, which have limited imaging capability.

However, if all is well, alignment has to be done only once after the corrector systems

have been deployed. Hence, iteration efficiency may not be a serious concern. A differ-

ent method is to use an array of three or four photodiodes at the periphery of M 2 to monitor

centering of the beam directly. This would not be difficult to implement and could be

the prime alignment device, with absence of coma serving for final verification.

The corrector mirrors M 2 are not moved in orbit. As a consequence, the chief ray into

the SI may deviate a little from its intended course. To allow for this deviation, the f� ratio

in the HRS corrector is set at f/27 and in the FOS corrector at ff28. In each case, this setting

allows a deviation radius of 1.0 mm at M 2. Higher f� ratios and larger positioning

margins may be considered as the corrector systems are developed further. In stellar

spectra, not much light is lost at higher j:/ratios as long as the core of the image remains

10



smallerthantheslit.Forextendedobjects,theenergythroughtheslitdecreasesinversely
proportionaltothesquareof thef� ratio.

With regard to stability in orbit, it may be best to couple M 1 and M 2 rigidly and to

execute on-orbit alignment by adjusting this assembly as a whole. In principle, the

alignment procedure remains the same. Higher f/ratios may be needed to allow for

larger displacements of M 2. The trade-offs associated with f� ratios will be the subject
of future trade studies.

In principle, it would be possible to center M 2 on the original SI chief ray by first

acquiring a bright, isolated object without the corrector system. Then M 2 is inserted and

centered on the beam to the SI slit, guided by additional photo sensors on the OTA side

of M 2. After M 2 is centered, alignment would proceed as before. For each M 2, an ad-

ditional biaxial control mechanism would be needed. This extra complication does not

seem warranted if vignetting of the beams inside the SI can be avoided by simply in-

creasing the corrector f/ratio. (Vignetting by structures inside the SI may give rise to

strong ultra-violet (UV) scattering and should be avoided.)

To assure cofocality of the various Sis, provisions for corrective focus adjustments in

the HRS and the FOS corrector systems are necessary. The FOC already has internal
focus control, as will the STIS and NICMOS.

A key issue in the practicality of the corrector systems is the feasibility of fabricating

the asymmetrical, aspherical corrector mirrors. This issue has already been investigated

for STIS and a promising approach has been identified. The proposed fabrication method

is to use a stress-polishing technique in which the blank is bent while a circularly sym-

metrical fourth-order asphere is generated by small figuring tools. A final large-tool lap

assures surface smoothness. The STIS investigation is applicable because all corrector

mirrors need an edge deviation which is equal and opposite to that in the OTA primary

mirror. The deviation from the vertex radius is about 2.2 _m. The associated deviation

from a best-fit sphere is about 0.6 _tm. Generating such an asphere appears to be well

within the state of the art. An alternative technique would be ion polishing, which might

have the advantage of generating a smoother surface.

|1
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COSTAR

THE PROPOSEDOPTICALSOLUTIONSfor the FOS, HRS, and FOC are pairs of small mirrors that

must be carried to orbit, installed in HST, deployed above the SI entrance apertures,

and aligned optically. The HST Strategy Panel discussed several possible ways of ac-

complishing this, and the best way by every measure is a device now called COSTAR.

The concept is to use the existing STAR (Space Telescope Axial Replacement), which

was built as a dummy replacement for any axial SI not ready for launch. COSTAR

(Corrective Optics STAR) is this existing dummy---or a new, equivalent box-- modified

to implement the optical corrections for three of the four axial Sis.

The open volume in HST where the corrective mirror pairs must be placed is a cyl-

inder about 25 crn along and 16 cm out from the OTA optical axis, located above the

axial Sis and below the WFPC. Due to tight clearances, it would not be possible to attach

the corrective mirrors on the FOS, HRS, or FOC as rigid extensions and then to reinstall

the SI in the HST. Similarly, it would not be possible to attach the mirror pairs to the

WFPC II pickoff arm and then to install it. Furthermore, those deployment schemes

would be static, since neither the WFPC II nor the existing axial Sis have any provision

for powering and operating external mechanisms to adjust the corrective mirrors.

However, the positions of the corrective mirrors must be commandable by ground

control to achieve their proper alignment and to allow them to be withdrawn if necessary.

The COSTAR is the sure way to emplace the corrective optics in HST and to control

their locations and orientations.

A schematic concept for COSTAR is shown in Figure 6a. An optical bench is located

in a retracted position inside of the COSTAR during the Shuttle ascent to orbit. After

astronauts install COSTAR in HST, a ground command would raise the optical carrier,

and the individual corrective mirror pairs would be deployed, as shown in Figure 6b.

Optical Bench

before

deployment _-_

/

i

Light from OTA

Deployed _ j/-_ x_--_ 2 Mirrors shown

Optical Bench _ ] [ i _1!_- /" rotated into position

-_/_/_9 for an aperture

_ Instruments

COST_ U_:sB Hes eOS

|

i

Figure 6a. COSTAR carries the

corrective optics in a retracted

position.

Figure 6b. When COSTAR is installed in HST,

ground commands activate mechanisms to

deploy the corrective optics over the SI

apertures of the FOS, HRS, and FOC.
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Based on subsequent tests, the proper placement of the corrective optics would be

achieved and verified by commanding mechanisms to move the corrective optics.

Only a minimum of systems would be required in COSTAR, which, in addition to

the corrective optics and a structure to hold them, would include (1) a system to raise the

optics carriers into position, (2) a system to adjust and align the optics, (3) thermal

control to maintain temperature, (4) a standard HST interface for command, control and

power, and (5) electronics to drive actuators and determine their positions.

The existing STAR is a copy of the HSP without the detectors, optics, or electronics.

It has standard HST interface wiring and an active thermal control system. As shown in

Figure 7, an interior volume is clear and available for the optics carrier and requisite
mechanisms. STAR is fitted with standard latches for precise installation into the HST.

Whether STAR is actually used, or whether a new box is built for COSTAR, depends on

the results of further NASA technical and cost studies.

Once the optical bench is deployed on orbit, it will be necessary to focus the new

field image on the SI aperture and to align the primary mirror image formed by M 1 on

M 2 precisely. This focus and alignment could be achieved with mechanisms by keep-

ing M 2 fixed and adjusting the position of M_ in tilt and translation along its optical axis.

The information for these adjustments could come from SI data or from sensors mounted

around M 2 to detect the edges of the primary mirror image, as discussed in the previ-
ous section.

The great beauty of COSTAR is that it fits seamlessly into both the design of the HST

spacecraft and the philosophy of the HST program. Physically, COSTAR is like all the

axial instruments, which are designed to be switched in and out of the telescope. The

Shuttle interface for carrying replacement Sis to orbit is well defined. Astronauts have

practiced the SI installation procedures in watertank simulations for many years. Thus,

although the need for COSTAR is a surprise, the basic concept of COSTAR is mature

and comfortable from two critical standpoints: the spacecraft interface and the servicing

mission.

Interior Bulkheads

Registration Fitting __ _
Forward Bulkhead

t/7

_]_ Optical Bench Area

Registration Fitting -11

Figure 7. Cutaway of the existing STAR, which could be converted into

COSTAR by adding optics, controls, and mechanisms.
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POINTING

THE UTmrrYOFTHEHST optics is no better than the pointing ability of the telescope. That

is, jitter in the pointing will blur images as surely as optical aberrations. And, since the

telescope points by locking onto guide stars, an inability to use faint stars for pointing

would mean that some objects located in star-poor fields could not be studied. The

vulnerable cases are among the most interesting HST targets: extra-galactic objects such

as quasars and distant galaxies, which are visible precisely because there are few inter-

vening stars that might serve for guiding. For these reasons, pointing-related recommen-

dations are a critical part of the strategy for HST's recovery from spherical aberration.

COSTAR does not help the Fine Guidance Sensors (FGSs) in any way. In fact, COSTAR

depends on improvements to FGS performance that must be achieved by other means.

The current performance of the

guidance system during quiescent 70

periods is summarized in Figure 8,

which shows the rms jitter of the 6o

line of sight as a function of guide ,-- 50
star magnitude in both fine lock _

and coarse track modes. The peri- E"-" 40

ods of day/night transitions dur-
:=_ 30

ing which the vehicle is excited by

thermal shocks in the solar array ¢v" 20

are excluded from the data, since

they are not representative of the _o

performance of the guiding system o
under normal operational condi- 9

tions. These day/night excitations

are presently beyond the corrective

capability of the pointing system,

but it is anticipated that this situa-

tion will be improved by new

flight software and, ultimately,
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Figure 8. Summary of current HST pointing

performance during quiescent periods.

fixed by replacement or modification of the solar array hardware.

Fine-lock tracking performance is within specification (jitter < 7 mas rms), but the

visibility of the fringe producing the error signal is poor, especially in two of the three

FGSs. The result is a high rate of acquisition failures and frequent losses of lock unless

the 2/3 aperture stop is in place in the FGS. This pupil stop reduces the influence of

aberrations, especially the spherical aberration, but also reduces the guide star flux by

almost one magnitude. In theory, the interferometric system used in fine lock should be

insensitive to any axi-symmetric aberration such as focus and spherical aberration, but

it is likely that the spherical aberration magnifies the effect of internal misalignments.

In addition, residual aberrations in the telescope optics due to a still imperfect align-

ment of the secondary mirror can also contribute to the fringe visibility degradation.

Stopping down the pupil, combined with the residual degradation in the fringe vis-

ibility, limits fine lock to guide stars brighter than 13th magnitude. The FGSs were de-

signed to operate down to 14.5 magnitude in order to ensure at least an 85% probability

m
/
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of finding guide stars anywhere in the sky. With a reduction to 13 th magnitude, adequate

sky coverage can only be obtained for the axial Sis. In the case of the axial Sis (the lines

of sight of which are off axis), rolling the spacecraft around the desired target signifi-

cantly enlarges the area of the sky available to the FGS. For the WFPC, which is essen-

tially on axis, the 13 th guide star magnitude limit restricts the use of fine lock to the dens-

est regions of the sky (in practice, galactic latitudes below 30 °, or only 50% of the sky).

On the other hand, the coarse track mode is very robust. Acquisition in coarse track

is, by and large, successful and does not require backup guide star pairs because of its

insensitivity to binaries. Loss of guide star is rare, even in the presence of large vehicle

oscillations such as those encountered during day/night transition. Unfortunately, the

system is inherently sensitive to the spherical aberration and, as a result, coarse tracking

accuracy is poor, about three times worse than originally predicted. Tracking is typically

worse than 20 mas rms for stars in the 13 to 14.5 magnitude range, and often worse than

50 mas rms, which is not acceptable for many observations.

However, the coarse track system is still using pre-launch settings, which were es-

tablished for diffraction-limited images and are not optimal for images with spherical

aberration. Simulations of the coarse-track performance in presence of the spherical ab-

erration indicate that two of the adjustable parameters (radius of nutation and gain) could

be tuned to improve tracking performance. A test has been scheduled on the spacecraft

to measure tracking performance as a function of these adjustable parameters. It is ex-

pected that a 20 mas tracking performance for the faintest guide stars (I4.5 magnitude)

can be achieved after optimization of the coarse track parameters. A jitter of 20 mas rms

would degrade the light concentrated in the restored image core by 10%, which is sci-

entifically acceptable.

The HST Strategy Panel makes the following recommendations with respect to

pointing:

1. Coarse track should be optimized by adjusting the gain and the radius of nutation.

The goal should be to reduce coarse tracking jitter to less than 20 mas rms on 14.5

magnitude stars.

2. Fine lock should be optimized in order to allow reliable operation on 13.5 magni-

tude stars. This might be achieved by a variety of steps, including: adjusting the

various FGS internal parameters (in particular, the averaging time), refining the OTA

optical alignment to minimize residual coma and astigmatism, or even adjusting

the OTA optics to favor the FGS as a scientific compromise between guiding per-

formance and image quality in the Sis.

3. The flight software should be enhanced to include mixed-mode guiding. Guiding

with the dominant star in fine lock (pitch and yaw control) and the roll control star

in coarse track would essentially be as effective as using the regular fine lock, and

would greatly increase guide star availability.

4. Determine the reasons behind the poor fine-lock performance and modify the spare

FGS as required. The fine-lock behavior should be analyzed theoretically to study

the influence of external aberration and internal misalignment. These findings should

be confirmed by experimenting on the spare FGS, which could then be modified

appropriately to ready it for a future servicing mission.

5. Fix the solar arrays on the 1993 servicing mission so they no longer cause pointing

disturbances.
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WFPCII

THE WFPC is the main imaging instrument of HST. It reimages the central region of the

OTA focal plane onto one of two possible camera modules, the ,//12.9 Wide Field

Camera (WFC) and the ,//30 Planetary Camera (PC). A four-faceted pyramid is rotated

by 45 degrees to switch between cameras. In each mode, the beam is divided by the four

faces of the pyramid, then folded and reimaged by four small Cassegrain repeater cam-

eras onto four thinned, backside-illuminated, 800 x 800 element CCD chips.

A backup instrument to WFPC is currently under construction. Intended originally

as a carbon-copy emergency replacement for WFPC, WFPC II now offers a chance to

correct the WFPC science capability for OTA spherical aberration.

Both WFPC and WFPC II contain optics that are designed to reimage the primary

mirror pupil of the telescope onto or close to the secondary mirrors of the repeater

cameras. On the WFC side, this reimaged pupil is already very close to the secondary

mirror in the repeaters. An exactly compensating amount of spherical aberration can be

added to each of the four WFC secondaries to give complete achromatic correction over

the full Wide Field field of view with no extra reflections. In the PC, the reimaged pupil

is not located directly on the repeaters' secondary mirror, with the consequence that

unacceptable coma is introduced for off-axis field angles. However, by putting power

on the folding flat mirrors that feed the repeater cameras, the pupil location can be moved

onto the secondaries, where the correction would then be the same as in the WFC.

There are several technical issues that must be resolved in order to proceed success-

fully with this program of correcting WFPC II for spherical aberration. The main chal-

lenge is to align the reimaged pupil directly on the camera secondaries. This alignment

must be achieved with a lateral tolerance of about 1% of the pupil diameter; otherwise,

coma will be introduced. There are indications that the beams in the present WFPC

repeaters are misaligned by typically 5-10%, which is dearly unacceptable when the

corrective prescription is only the repeater secondary mirrors in WFPC II. To achieve

the proper alignment, the cameras must not only be properly aligned internally, but the

WFPC as a whole must be positioned accurately with respect to the OTA optics. A mis-

alignment of 1% corresponds to a decenter of about 60 microns at the repeater second-

ary mirror, or to a tilt of the WFPC about the HST focal plane of about 1.5 arcmin, which
is about 0.5 mm over a I m baseline. It will be extremely demanding, if possible at all, to

position the camera passively to these tolerances on orbit. It is not clear that the instru-

ment latch positions are known to this accuracy.

If passive alignment is not possible, it will be necessary to incorporate one or more

movable optical elements into WFPC II to steer the beams onto the secondary mirrors.

One possibility is to motorize the 45°-diagonal mirror that feeds the whole camera. Even

with this, the internal alignments in the rest of the optics remain extremely stringent.

On the bright side, it will be easy to diagnose any alignment error from the coma it pro-

duces, and the necessary correction to the tilts would be unambiguous. In-orbit align-

ment should thus be straightforward if the necessary mechanisms are provided.

The proposed change will also alter the//ratio of the PC from ,//30 to ,//28. As the PC

folding flat will now have power, the PC secondary mirrors will need to be changed in

radius to compensate, and the camera despaced accordingly to achieve the correct focus.

We do not regard this as a technical obstacle, but some mechanical redesign is required.
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Although spherical aberration can be corrected, other imaging properties of the

original WFPC design will not be recovered. Since the field light will now be out of focus

as it hits the pyramid in the focal plane, light from a given object near the edge of a pyra-

mid facet can strike two or more facets simultaneously and be directed to more than

one camera. Multiple images may thereby be produced, each containing a fraction of

the fight of the star. The new images will be in the dead areas of the CCDs near the current

pyramid boundaries, and images within N3 arcsec of the edge of all chips will be vi-

gnetted. These areas will not be dark, as in the present design. Even if the extra image

falls off a chip, stray light from it may be objectionable.

Some science programs that were planned with the WFPC may not be feasible with

the WFPC II. For example, any program that uses the pyramid to occult a bright object

to examine its environs may have trouble because of the aberrated light from the bright

source. The function of the Baum occulting spot as an occulting spot will not be recov-

ered, for similar reasons.

Preliminary evidence suggests small focus changes at least in the WFPC images on

the timescale of a few orbits. They are equivalent to 5 _tm OTA secondary mirror despace

changes, and increase the outer rings in the image by about 5% in diameter. If these effects

are internal to the cameras, then they may indicate a time dependence in the internal

alignments. This possibility should be checked before a final design is adopted.

A final, major concern involves the pointing of the HST as relates to WFPC observa-

tions. The number of guide stars available for WFPC is reduced relative to the other in-

struments because of its location in the middle of the focal plane. Rolling the telescope

thus does not increase the area of sky of the FGS pickles as it does for the off-axis instru-

ments. Optimistic assumptions are (1) that reliable fine lock on 13.5 magnitudes stars

will be achieved (presently, there is an operational constraint at 13th), (2) that the pro-

portion of binaries is 10% (prelaunch, the proportion of untagged binaries in the Guide

Star Catalog (GSC) that were expected to fail to lock due to duplicity was 20% ; on-orbit

data indicates that 10% may be a better estimate, but the guide stars were preselected

by other means in certain cases), (3) that the spacecraft roll can be chosen freely (this

seems unlikely because of terminator constraints, possible target position angle re-

quirements, and the need to avoid the sun/moon/earth for faint targets), and (4) that

the star density does not vary significantly at galactic latitudes exceeding 30 degrees.

These assumptions imply a 30% loss of sky away from the galactic plane to fine lock

with the WFPC. In reality the proportion is likely to be significantly higher. It is therefore

a crucial element in fixing WFPC with WFPC II that coarse track be improved, and that

fine lock on only one guide star be implemented (with coarse track to control the

spacecraft roll). Without proper attention to these pointing concerns, the full potential
of WFPC II will not be realized.
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1993 SERVICINGMiSSiON

THE FOLLOWINGSCENARIOof extra-vehicular activity (EVA) shows how the recommenda-

tions of the HST Strategy Panel might be accomplished. The scenario includes a num-

ber of tasks not discussed elsewhere in the report, but which are also candidates for the

first servicing mission. These are installation of a Rate Sensor Unit (RSU) to replace a

gyro unit that failed in November 1990, replacement of the Engineering and Science Tape

Recorders (ESTRs) and solar arrays (SAs), and possible internal work on FOC. (At the

time this report is going to press, ESA is studying possible internal modifications to the

FOC to be performed in orbit by astronauts.)

Assumed priorities for on-orbit replacement:

1: RSU #3. To maintain redundancy in system mandatory for safe operations.

2: WFPC II and COSTAR. Required for realization of liST design optical performance.

3: SAs (2). Elimination of array-induced oscillatory attitude excursions.

4: ESTRs (2). Limited life; failure would degrade HST data handling capabilities.

5: Internal FOC fix. Only if formally requested by ESA.

Efforts are currently in progress to develop a means for carrying WFPC II in its Sci-

ence Instrument Protective Enclosure (SIPE), an axial SI in its SIPE and two Solar Ar-

rays (SA) on the same Shuttle flight. Currently, however, this configuration presents

insufficient clearance for the EVA crew members to remove and replace the SAs from

the Solar Array Carrier (SAC), moves the Orbiter center of mass too far forward, and is

at the high end of the permissible payload weight for the mission. In light of this, it is

possible that an SA fix not requiring total replacement of both SAs might be developed

since the electrical performance of the arrays is excellent and projected to remain so

through the second M&R mission.

Any critical failure on the HST spacecraft has the potential for preempting the prior-

ity levels, probably as late as L - 3 months, although not without very strong justification.

This scenario assumes the availability of three 6-hour EVAs with two crew mem-

bers (EV-1 and EV-2) in vacuum on each occasion, as well as a Remote Manipulator

System (RMS) operator, and an IV-1 "coordinator." It does not presume to specify the

means for achieving three EVAs, leaving that to the shuttle program office. Such capa-

bility will be required in support of space station assembly, however, and this would be

an excellent opportunity to hone the technique. The following scenario should be taken

as representative only; a myriad of other factors will influence the final detailed mission
timeline.

m
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EVA #1

Following egress from the airlock, the crew members would configure their tools to

perform the RSU changeout task. To facilitate ground commanding after COSTAR in-

stallation, the HST remains powered up throughout this EVA, although the individual

Orbit Replaceable Units (ORUs) will be powered down prior to breaking or making

connections. While EV-2 is rigging the MFR in the RMS, EV-1 would retract the Fixed

Head Star Tracker (FHST) light shields (3) from the cones and unlatch, open, and tether

the -V3 Bay Aft Shroud doors. In order to provide access to RSU #3, EV-1 would then

remove the -V2 cone from its FHST and stow it temporarily out of the way. On the MFR,

EV-2 would rig the Portable Work Light Assembly (PWLA) and proceed to remove RSU
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#3 (2 wing tab connectors and three bolts). With the assistance of EV-1, the new unit
would be fetched from the ORU carrier and the old one secured. EV-2 would then in-

stall the new RSU, torque the bolts to specified values, remove the PWLA, reinstall the

FHST cone, and collaborate with EV-1 in closing the -V3 Bay Doors.

While EV-2 extends the FHST light shields, EV-1 would start preparations for the

WFPC exchange and COSTAR installation by unlatching and opening the +V2 Bay

Doors, preparing the HSP for removal, and starting on WFPC preparation for removal.
As soon as EV-2 is free, he or she would use the MFR to extract the old WFPC with EV-

1 assisting. While they install it in the temporary stowage location on the back side of

the ORU Keel Latch Support Structure, the FSS would be rotated ninety degrees

clockwise (viewed from above) to line up the HSP for extraction. When in position, EV-

1 and EV-2 would together extract the HSP and put it in a TBD temporary stowage lo-

cation. Immediately thereafter, the COSTAR would be removed from the axial SIPE and

completely installed. The +V2 Bay doors are left slightly ajar to facilitate checking the

WFPC status lights later.

While both crew members are involved in putting the HSP into the axial SIPE, the

FSS would be rotated ninety degrees counter-clockwise so as to again face the WFPC

aperture forward in the Payload Bay. Ground command and telemetry links would be

established. Following setup of TBD film or video cameras, extension of the COSTAR

optical bench would be commanded and documented. In the event of a malfunction,

the EV crew members might intervene in TBD fashion to extend the periscope manually.

Following successful verification of COSTAR functionality, WFPC II would be re-

moved from its SIPE and immediately installed. The "old" WFPC would then be placed

in the radial SIPE, the +V2 Bay doors would be secured, and the Payload Bay would be

stowed for EVA termination. This is a full six-hour EVA, but it should be possible to do

it all within one EVA with existing tools and the usual high caliber of crew performance.

EVA #2

This EVA is dedicated to replacement of both SAs with redesigned items that will

not oscillate when encountering the rapid change in solar flux associated with the night-

day terminator crossing. As this operation is not directly connected with the charter of

the HST Strategy Panel and because the SAC) has not been fully specified yet, only a

brief overview will be given.

Each SA is installed on the HST by means of a Marman (or manacle) clamp and three

sets of ganged electrical connectors. Additionally, two sets of motor driven latch as-

semblies (with EVA manual override) restrain each SA during launch and reentry, both

on the HST and on the SAC. Prior to removal, a portable grapple fixture will be installed

on the array to adapt it for handling by the RMS. Subsequently the electrical connectors

are broken and the loose cables secured. Then the Marman clamp is opened and both

EVA crew members guide it into the RMS end effector, pre-positioned a few inches away.

The RMS is used to move the SA to a temporary stowage location, and the basic task

cycle is complete. The appropriate new SA is then removed from the SAC using the

same operations, with the RMS positioning it a few inches away from the open Marman

clamp and latches on the HST. The reverse actions are used to install it, carefully torqu-

ing all fasteners to specified values and checking for predse angular alignment within

the Marman clamp.

Subsequently the HST would be rotated one hundred and eighty degrees, and the
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processcompletedonthesecondSA.ThisprocessisgreatlyfacilitatedbyuseoftheRMS
for movingtheawkwardlysizedSA'saround,but it canbedonewithout one,albeit
moreslowly.Thereshouldbeampletimeinonesix-hourEVA,especiallyif theRMSis
fully functional,to completetheforegoing.If sufficienttimeremains,replacementof
oneor bothof thetwoESTR'scouldbecompleted.Theseunitsarelocatedin System
SupportModule (SSM)equipmentbays,andareinstalledusingfourboltsengaging
keyholeslotsandthreelow- torqueelectricalconnectors.PayloadBaycloseoutis re-
quiredattheendof everyEVA.

EVA #3
If required,thisEVAwould firstcleanupany"left-overs"fromthefirst twoEVA's.

Subsequently,theFOCwould beremovedto atemporarywork locationusingthe
standardaxialSIprocedures.Oncethere,usingaspecialAllenbit in anexistingspace-
qualifiedpowerscrewdriver,fourscrewsandtheentrancebafflewouldberemoved.
Next,anadditionalforty screwswouldberemovedtoallowthe"upperchannelcover"
(coverontheedgeoftheFOCclosesttoandparallelingtheVl-axis)tobepriedoff.This
wouldbeimmediatelyreplacedwithanewonehavingaperturesfor installationof the
correctiveelements,andsecuredbyamuchsmaller(e.g.,ten)numberofcaptivefasteners.
Usingtheseaperturesasguidesandaccessports,thecorrectiveopticalassemblieswould
thenbeinstalled,engaginghardpointsin theupperchannelproperandbeingsecured
tothenewupperchannelcover.ReinstallationoftheFOCwould followstandardaxial
SIprocedures.Theonlydifficultyforeseenisthepossibilitythatsomeofthescrewthreads
mayalreadybestrippedout,andthescrewsepoxiedin place.Theseoffenderswould
becutoffwith aspecialtoolcarriedforthispurpose.Taskcomplexityisassessedtobe
comparableto thatofreplacingtheCoronagraph-PolarimeterMainElectronicsBoxon
theSolarMaximumObservatory,successfullyaccomplishedontheSTS-41Cmission.

Oncompletionof theforegoingtasksEVAcloseoutof thePayloadBayforreentry
wouldbecommencedwhilethein-cabincrewgrappledtheHSTfor deployment.Fol-
lowingMaintenanceUmbilicalretractionandHST-FSSberthinglatchrelease,theHST
wouldbemaneuveredto theappendagedeploypositionandtheSAsandHGAsde-
ployed.At thesuccessfulcompletionoftheseoperations,theEVAcrewmemberswould
bereleasedfromstandbydutyandallowedtoreturntoandtorepressurizetheaMock.
BarringacontingencyEVA,thiswouldconcludetheEVAoperationsonthefirstM&R
mission.
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RECOMMENDEDSTRATEGY

THE HST STRATEGYPANELunanimously makes the following recommendations:

, Solve the HSTpointing problems. That is, fix the solar array-induced loss of lock ei-

ther with flight software or hardware changes, improve the fine lock performance

to assure lock on 13.5 magnitude stars, and promote operation of FGS in coarse

track with a jitter performance goal of 20 mas rms on 14.5 magnitude guide stars.

2. Continue WFPC II development for the first servicing mission (in 1993). Assure the

proper alignment of the spherical aberration correction.

, Develop COSTAR to repair FOC, HRS, and FOS on the first servicing mission (in 1993).

Taken with the recommendations on pointing and WFPC II, COSTAR fills out a

strategy to recover the initial science capabilities of HST fully at the earliest pos-
sible time.

The Panel's unanimous support for this strategy is based on these assumptions:

1. WFPC II can be completed on schedule, even if design changes are necessary to assure

proper optical alignment.

2. The pointing problems can be fixed.

3. COSTAR can be developed in time for the first HST servicing mission in 1993.
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FRESHREASONS

WHEN LYMANSP1TZERFIRSTPROPOSEDa great, earth-orbiting telescope in 1946, the nuclear

energy source of stars had been known for just six years. External galaxies and the ex-

panding universe were about twenty years of age in the human consciousness. Pluto

was seventeen and Seyfert galaxies were three. Quasars, black holes, gravitational lenses,

and detection of the Big Bang were still in the future--together with much of what con-

stitutes our current understanding of the solar system and the cosmos beyond it. In 1990,

forty-four years after its conception in a forgotten milieu of thought, Hubble Space

Telescope is a reality. Is it still relevant? That the answer is a resounding "Yes!" is won-

derfully instructive of the dynamic nature of learning, and of the "revolutions" in sci-

ence caused by new instruments.

Revolutionary advances in science occur whenever we improve capabilities by an

order of magnitude or open entirely new physical regimes for exploration. The 60-inch

and 100-inch telescopes built at Mount Wilson in the early part of this century led to the

realization that our sun is but one of billions of stars in a galaxy, which is itself imbed-

ded in an expanding universe containing billions of galaxies like our own. When we

first built radio telescopes, we found that the disk of our galaxy is filled with otherwise

invisible clouds of cold hydrogen gas from which stars are born. Because of greater

transparency at long wavelengths, these radio telescopes showed us the center of our

Figure 9, A luminous arc in the cluster of

galaxies C12244-02, The rich cluster of galaxies
is at a redshif_ z =0.328. The arc is most likely a

high redshift quasar or galaxy, Its image is
formed by the gravitational field of the luminous
and dark matter in the cluster. A cluster mass

equivalent to 100,000 billion suns is needed to
bend and amplify the light of the background

object. Photo courtesy of R. Lynds,

galaxy for the first time, and re-

vealed in the centers of many other

galaxies the release of enormous

amounts of energy, often trans-

ported and deposited hundreds of

thousands of light years away. The
combination of the new radio tele-

scopes built in the 1950s and the

largest U. S. optical telescope, the
Palomar 200-inch, led in the 1960s

to the startling discovery of qua-

sars or quasi-stellar objects (QSOs).

QSOs produce up to 10,000 times

the light of our galaxy from a vol-

ume only 50 to 100 times larger

than the solar system. The ex-

traordinary amount of energy re-

leased in the centers of galaxies and

in QSOs led to the possibility that
enormous black holes with masses

up to a billion times the mass of the
sun reside in the centers of some

galaxies. Radio telescopes also led
to one of the most fundamental

discoveries of this century, the ob-
servation that the universe is filled

with fossil light released by the

i
m
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cosmic fireball from which the universe was born. The nature of elementary particles

established by the latest generation of ultra-high energy accelerators and advances in

theoretical and observational cosmology are showing that the nature of the universe--
and of matter itself--were determined in the first nanosecond of the cosmic fireball.

Advances in technique have similarly propelled our understanding of the solar system.

The planetary probes and flybys launched by NASA in the last thirty years have revealed

worlds unimagined by scientists and layman alike. We found continent-spanning can-

yons and shield volcanoes higher than Everest and as large as Arizona on Mars, vul-

canism on Io, Galilean satellites with icy mantles and possibly oceans beneath the ice,

rings around Jupiter, and "spokes," braided rings, and shepherding satellites in Saturn's

rings. The flybys showed hurricane force winds girdling the outer planets, and storm

systems large enough to swallow the earth many times over. We found each planet and

moon with an astonishingly different face.

These advances illustrate the power of qualitatively superior scientific instruments. In

responding to the question of HST's continued relevance, perhaps it is enough to say that

no other telescope has achieved the power expected of HST, nor will any until the succes-

sor to HST is built. HST's four "crown jewels"--grasp of faint objects, acuity of vision,

specificity of spatial address in spectroscopy, and UV sensitivity--will be unsurpassed if

they are relieved of spherical aberration. Great discoveries are truly to be expected of liST!

In 1946, Dr. Spitzer wrote, "the chief contribution of such a radically new and more pow-

erful instrument would be, not to supplement our present ideas of the universe we live

in, but rather to uncover new phe-

nomena not yet imagined, and per-

Figure 10. Io, a moon of jupiter discovered by

Galileo in 16t0, This image by the Voyager space

spacecraft in 1979 shows current geologic

activity, including active volcanoes. The

magnetosphere of Jupiter, filled with atoms and

ions escaping from Io, is the largest structure in

the solar system. Several HST programs are
directed at Io and its influence on the Jovian

magnetosphere.

BLACK

haps to modify profoundly our ba-

sic concepts of space and time." More

than four decades later this prom-

ise is one of the most compelling ar-

guments for restoring the HST to its

full potential.

If fresh reasons were needed to

justify the costly but necessary

restoration of HST, they are to be

found in the 200 selected observing

programs that today wait their

turn for HST time. In the majority

of cases, they await the correction

of spherical aberration. Whereas

the future potential for unknown

discoveries may seem insubstan-

tial or hard to evaluate, the definite

and specific questions we know to
ask now with HST illustrate the

general dynamism of science and,

specifically, the scientific benefits

offered by a corrected spherical

aberration problem.
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Lyman Spitzer began building HST's agenda when, in 1946, with extraordinary pre-

science, he discussed what might be done with a "large reflecting satellite telescope."

He began by noting that the "powerful instrument envisaged here would help answer

the questions whether space is curved, whether the Universe is finite or infinite." These

thoughts were a direct antecedent to a Key Project on the HST today. Its intent is to mea-

sure how fast the Universe is expanding, and how fast the expansion is slowing down.

NASA's Announcement of Opportunity (AO) for Space Telescope in March 1977,

which called for proposals to build the scientific instruments to conduct scientific inves-

tigations, listed by topic the outstanding problems in astronomy at that time. The list

began with the "precise determination of distances to galaxies out to expansion veloci-

ties of order 104 km/s and calibration of distance criteria applicable at cosmologically

significant distances." In simpler words, investigators should propose instruments and

research to measure the Hubble Constant, H 0, to learn how fast the universe is expand-

ing. Next, the AO called for determining how the expansion rate changes in time, as

measured by the cosmological constant, q0- The two numbers called for in these inves-

tigations state the age and fate of the universe; they will tell us when the universe began

and whether or not the expansion eventually will be slowed, stopped, and then reversed

by the mutual gravitational attraction of the mass contained within the universe. The

AO called for the observation of galaxies in the distant past to establish how galaxies

and their constituents of stars and gas evolve with time. Wittun our galaxy, the AO called

for research on the dense cores of globular clusters to learn if they harbor massive black

holes. The AO indirectly addressed the uniqueness of life on our planet by a call for "direct

imaging and astrometric search for planetary companions of nearby stars."

The AO's ambitious science goals and many more are addressed in the observational

programs of the Guaranteed Time Observers (GTOs). The GTOs are the Investigation

Definition Teams (IDTs) who built HST's scientific instruments, the Observatory Scien-

tists (OSs), who monitored the OTA/FGS/OCS development, and Interdisciplinary

Scientists, who brought a wide range of science perspectives to the complex telescope

project. The GTO programs today are founded in the vision of the 1977 AO. The WFPC

team plans to observe clusters containing hundreds to thousands of galaxies at distances

so large that the light we receive left the clusters 5 to 7 billion years ago. The WFPC pic-

tures will show how these enormous aggregates of galaxies began to grow and emerge

from their surroundings in the early universe and how the galaxies within these clus-

ters have aged from then to now. Another WFPC GTO program will study the density

of stars in the deep gravitational wells at the very centers of galaxies, looking for evidence

of quiescent, massive black holes in normal galaxies. An OS plans to take WFPC pic-

tures of QSOs in order to see the underlying galaxy in which the brilliant source of light

is imbedded. Such pictures, studied together with spectra obtained with the FOS, will

show the circumstances and types of galaxies that produce beacons bright enough to be

seen across the universe. The FOS IDT plans to use a combination of WFPC images and

FOS spectra to look for the gravitational signature of massive black holes in the centers

of galaxies. The FOC IDT plans to use a narrow occulting bar within their ultra-high

resolution camera to block the light of nearby stars in order to suppress the glare of the

star so they can search for disks from which planets could be forming. The HRS IDT

will observe QSOs at large lookback times in order to detect intervening gas and galax-

ies in the early universe. The HSP IDT will use their instrument to investigate the struc-

ture of the ultra-dense neutron stars that form pulsars.
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AftertheGTOscienceprogramswerefinalized,theSpaceTelescopeAdvisoryCouncil
(STAC)recommendedto theSTScIDirectorthatapproximatelyonethird ofthecom-
petitive,orGeneralObserver(GO),time on HST be reserved for "Key Projects," which

would require approximately 300 hours each. This policy would ensure sufficient time

to undertake fundamental surveys and in-depth investigations. Following the advice of

the STAC, the ST ScI convened working groups to recommend Key Projects in seven

different disciplines. The STAC then reviewed the recommendations and chose three

programs to be designated as Key Projects in the Call for HST GO Proposals in 1985 The

three Key Projects recommended by the STAC, and subsequently selected by the Time

Assignment Committee (TAC) in a keen competition for HST GO time, include one

envisioned explicitly by the AO. "Distances to Galaxies and the Determination of the

Hubbte Constant Ho," honors the memory of Hubble and his profound discovery of the

expanding universe. The second Key Project, "A Medium Deep Survey," calls for taking

Figure 11. A majestic globular cluster of
several hundred thousand stars in the

constellation Centaurus. X-ray pictures
show that there are five X-ray sources in
the field of this cluster. Each of these

"low luminosity" sources is as bright in X-

rays as the entire luminosity of the sun.

The X-ray sources are most like close bi-
naries consisting of a normal star and

the compressed core of a dead star, i.e.,
a white dwarf. These binaries are

"manufactured" through close encoun-
ters between stars and white dwarfs in

the dense core of the cluster.

WFPC images "in parallel," that is, wher-

ever the telescope is pointing during an

exposure by another instrument. The

survey's primary goat is to study the shapes

and stellar content of galaxies at large
lookback times. Another aim is to discover

pristine comets beyond Neptune. The Me-

dium Deep Survey is one of the best bets

for finding entirely new classes of astro-

nomical objects. The third Key Project,

"Quasar Absorption Lines," is aimed at es-

tablishing the distribution of gas and gal-

axies along lines of sight that traverse a large
fraction of the observable universe before

terminating at a high redshift quasar.

The third component of HST science in

the queue today consists of the other GO

proposals submitted by astronomers in the

community and selected by the TAC. The

high expectations for HST were reflected

in the deluge of high quality proposals for

HST time: astronomers submitted pro-

posals for 10 times the amount of time

available! Only one proposal in six was se-

lected. The selected programs are the most

carefully planned and competitively se-

lected proposals ever prepared by as-

tronomers. They embody the very best

science we can hope to do.

Much of the GO program is based on

new discoveries and insights since the AO

in 1977. Many of these discoveries were

made possible by the charge-coupled de-

vice (CCD) technology developed by
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NASAfor theHSTandtheGalileomission.UsingCCDs,astronomershavebeenable
to doubletheredshiftatwhichfaintyoungclustersof galaxiescanbefound.TheHST
will beusedtounderstandhowtheseclustersformandchange,andtoseetheprocesses
in theseancient"nurseries"thatledtopresentdaygalaxies.A veryrecentandexciting
resulthasemergedfromultradeepimagesofclustersatmodestredshifts.Theimages
showthattheclustersandthegalaxieswithin theclustersactasgravitationallensesthat
amplify thelight of moredistantgalaxiesbehindthegalaxies.Thisfinding raisesthe
possibilitythatdeepimagesofhighredshiftclusterswill revealtheamplifiedimagesof
evenmoredistantprimevalgalaxiesthatareemergingfromthecosmicchaosoftheearly
universe.HSTobservationswill undoubtedlyplayanimportantpart in thesestudies,
thoughtheideasaresonewtherewerenoproposalsforthisresearchin thefirstyearof
HSToperation.

Onanothercosmicscale,systematicredshiftsurveysundertakenduringthelate1970s
andthe1980srevealedthat,on largescales,galaxiesandclustersofgalaxiesarefound
in largesheetsandon thesurfacesof enormous"bubbles"thatareinterspersedwith
giantholesorvoidswheretherearefewif anygalaxies.

Ourview of theuniverseasawholehasbeenprofoundlyandirrevocablychanged
bytheseunpredictedandunexpectedfindings.OneoftheGOprogramsscheduledfor
thefirst yearwill lookfor thespectralsignatureof gaseousmatterandunborngalaxies
in thegiantvoidsbytakingspectraofquasarsthatarebehindthevoids.Sincethe1977
AO,intensiveoptical,ultraviolet,andx-raystudieshaveuncoveredtantalizingevidence
thatmassiveblackholesmaybeat theexactcentersof manygalaxies.FourGOpro-
gramsintend to use theHST to
detectand"weigh"blackholesby
measuringthemotionof starsand
gasin their gravitational fields.
During the1980s,it becameclear
thatthecircumstancesthatled to
theenormousenergyreleasein the
centersofgalaxiesarethepresence
of a black hole, which can be
thoughtofasacosmicengine,and
gasin thenucleusthatfunnelsinto
theenginethroughprocessesthat
areonly beginningto beunder-
stood.Theenginesreleaseenergy
throughintenseradiation,super-
sonicwinds, andjets.Many GO
programsplanto usethesuperb
detail in HSTimagesto under-
standhow thepowerfuljetsand
flood of ionizing radiationfrom
activegalacticnudeiandquasars
affectthesurroundinggalaxy.

Within our galaxy,thereare
severalprogramsaimedatdeter-
miningthechemicalcomposition,

Figure 12. The image shows 3C 273, the first

quasar to have a redshift identified correctly (z

= 0.158). The quasar is 10,000 times brighter

than a typical galaxy, and the jet that extends

45,000 parsecs from the galaxy is 15 times

brighter than an average galaxy.
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temperature, density, ionization, and distribution of gas in the disk and halo. These are

direct follow ups to insights and questions stemming from NASA's small, but ex-

traordinary successful, International Ultraviolet Explorer. Radio observations during

the last decade produced the unexpected result that there are a large number of pulsars,

previously thought to be young neutron stars, in globular clusters that contain only

ancient stars that were born at the time the galaxy formed. We now understand that the

crowded cores of globular clusters are "factories" that produce binary stars through

collisions of old stellar remnants, i.e., white dwarfs (a dense star the size of the earth)

and neutron stars (an ultra dense star a few miles in diameter), with ordinary stars a

little smaller than the sun. Evolution and expansion of the captured star forces gas onto

the neutron star or white dwarf, thereby spinning it up and reactivating the pulsar or

creating a bright cataclysmic variable star (CV). The HST is ideally suited for searching

the dense stellar cores of globular clusters for the optical and ultraviolet counterparts of

recycled pulsars and newly minted CVs. Infrared observations with NASA's very suc-

cessful IRAS satellite and subsequent optical observations have recently detected dusty,

gaseous disks around nearby stars. These disks may be the precursors of planetary

systems. If so, there likely will be a revolution in our understanding of how and in what

Figure 13. An image from the ST Scl

Guide Star Survey plates showing the

spectacular spiral galaxy M51 inter-

acting with the smaller galaxy at the end

of one of the spiral arms. Tides induced

by the small galaxy force gas to fall into
a massive black hole at the center of

M51. The gas fuels the black hole, which

in turn powers a jet that is inflating a
large bubble of ionized gas near the
nucleus.

circumstances planets form around stars.
Observations with the restored HST un-

doubtedly will be crucial for this emerging
field.

Within the solar system, the wealth of

images and measurements returned by

NASA's grand planetary tours have raised

many questions that can be answered only
with the HST. Intensive GO studies of the

atmospheres of the planets and their satel-

lites will be firmly rooted in the data from

the probes that traversed the solar system.

The science of Hubble Space Telescope
attests to the forward momentum of as-

tronomical exploration. The HST scientists

exemplify the insatiable inquisitiveness of

the human mind. Those qualities of motion

and drive are not fixed in a time or a gen-
eration: most of the astronomers with HST

time now were not born in 1946 when the

idea of HST was first advanced, and many

were in grade school or high school when
the AO for the HST science instruments

was sent out by NASA in 1977. Today's

science and today's astronomy communi-

ties need the HST capabilities corrected for

spherical aberration to propel astronomi-

cal exploration into the twenty-first cen-

tury. These are the ever-fresh reasons.
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GUIDETOTHEAPPENDICES

The following appendices document the ideas, analysis, and considerations that

shaped the HST Strategy Panel's final recommendations. The Panel began with a tech-

nical assessment aimed at elucidating the precise cause of the optical aberration in the

HST and determining if the source of the aberration was understood with sufficient ac-

curacy to allow us to design optical solutions confidently.

As discussed in the third chapter, Optical Problem, comparison of the conic constant

for the primary mirror derived by the Allen panel with that derived at the ST ScI from

analysis of HST images satisfied us that we knew enough to design corrective optics.

The next step was a brainstorming session in which we tried to get all possible optical

solutions on the table. Those wide ranging, imaginative ideas are tabulated and sum-

marized in the Options section, Appendix A.

Each option has a one page summary that shows the idea in a form close to the way

its originator presented it to the Panel. Many of the options quickly "fell on the floor"

when critical discussion persuaded either the originator or a majority of the Panel that

the idea could not work. Nonetheless, we include all the options here.

Our goal was to find solutions that would maximize the scientific return and that

could be implemented with minimum risk to the HST. Several considerations factor into

the evaluation of scientific return. The first is the quality of the optical solution. The best

options will restore diffraction-limited images to all the instruments from the far ultra-

violet (122 nm) to the near infrared (1000 nm). The essay on Optical Analysis, Appendix

B, provides a framework for measuring the optical performance of the different options.

Logical optical criteria related to this framework are used to put similar options into the

fists on pages 35, 49, 55, and 67. At the end of the Optical Analysis essay, each of the op-
tions is evaluated.

Appendix C, Aperture Masking, provides an analysis of an option the Panel viewed

as a potential insurance policy or "back-up" in the final strategy. As such, it is worth

keeping in mind.

The benefits of a particular optical solution also depend on spacecraft pointing, the

status of which is discussed in Appendix D, Pointing Issues. The value of an otherwise

excellent optical solution for an individual instrument would be diminished if spheri-

cal aberration increased the pointing jitter in the FGSs or degraded the FGS acquisition

limit to a magnitude where few guide stars could be found.

Still another important factor in maximizing scientific return is timeliness. Because

the HST has a finite lifetime, early fixes yield greater science dividends than late fixes.

The Panel discussed the possible technical problems that might slow the development

of each option. These technical problems are often called out under the "Cons" in the

summary for each option. Shuttle schedules and NASA's EVA procedures strongly af-

fect timeliness and feasibility of implementing a particular option. These issues are dis-

cussed in Appendices E and G, Shuttle Servicing of liST and Implementation Factors.

The Panel spent considerable time discussing and analyzing the risk that a solution

might not work, or worse yet, that implementation of an option might damage the tele-

scope or further degrade the optical performance. The feasibility and risk of imple-

menting the different options are considered in Appendix F, Risk Management, as well

as in Appendices E and G.

OO
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Although the Panel began with a "dean sheet of paper," the new science instruments

currently being developed--and the NASA baseline of correcting spherical aberration

within these instruments--were a central part of our discussions. Appendix H, Second

Generation Sis, gives a brief description of these vitally important instruments.
At the end of our deliberations, we fashioned our final recommendation from a

complex weighing of all the factors of benefit and risk. We chose, and this report recom-

mends, the strategy we thought best.

APPENDIX CONTENT

A Options

B Optical Analysis

C Aperture Masking

D Pointing Issues

E Shuttle Servicing of lIST

F Risk Management

G Implementation Factors

H Second Generation Sis

J Glossary
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OPTIONSA1- A12:

FULL-FIELDCORRECTIONWITHFULLAPERTURE

A1 Mechanical Deformation of the Primary Mirror

A2 Thermal Deformation of the Primary Mirror

A3 Overcoating the Primary Mirror

H

A4 Full Aperture Correction Plate

A5 Full Aperture Correction Flat

A6 Gas-Filled Correction Lens

A7 Secondary Mirror (SM) Replacement

A8 SM Reconfiguration of HST to an f/13.25 Ritchey-Chr_tien

A9 SM Replacement and 2-Plate Corrector in Central Baffle

A10 1-Plate Corrector on SM and 2-Plate Corrector in Stovepipe

All Three Aspheric Plates in Central Baffle

A12 Double Cassegrain Relay in Central Baffle
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A1MECHANICALDEFORMATIONOFTHEPRIMARYMIRROR

MECHANICALFORCEis applied to the primary mirror to produce an elastic deformation

that restores the mirror to its correct shape. In theory, this approach would correct the

spherical aberration fully and introduce no new optical effects.

Currently, there are twenty-four force actuators behind the primary mirror; their

original purpose was to fine tune the shape of the mirror on orbit. The actuators can

produce a force of only about 10 lbs each, whereas about 200 lbs each would be

required to effect a significant correction of the existing spherical aberration. (The

HST primary is egg-crate stiff.) Furthermore, the locations of the existing actuators

were selected to retouch astigmatism, and they are not good for spherical aberration.

Only about one-half of the present error could be corrected even if an unlimited

deforming force were applied through the existing actuators; limited to 10 lbs. each,

they can correct only a few percent of the error.

A new force actuator system could take the form of an inflatable ring located near

the outer edge of the mirror--an approach successfully employed on ground-based

telescopes to correct spherical aberration.

PROS

• The solution is achromatic.

• The problem is corrected at the source, so the stop shift is zero.

• The HST performance is fully restored.

CONS

• A negative reaction mechanism is needed to relieve the force.

* On-orbit access to installation areas is difficult, if not impossible.

• Structure print-through is a possible danger even if bending could be achieved.

Ip II INTENllON P,t].VDT.ANIt
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A2 THERMALDEFORMATIONOFPRIMARYMIRROR

THE PR_ARY MIRRORis deformed thermally to compensate for the spherical aberration.

This can be accomplished by (1) changing the bulk temperature of the mirror (2)

creating a temperature gradient in the mirror either radialy or axially, or (3) both.

Studies by Hughes Danbury Optical Systems (HEXgS) indicate that turning off the

heaters completely to change the bulk temperature of the primary does not deform

the mirror enough to remove the spherical abberration.

Larger effects could be obtained by introducing an axial or radial temperature

gradient across the mirror. Preliminary calculations by HDOS indicate, however, that

these gradients must be very large in order to create the proper compensation.

PROS

• The problem is corrected at its source, as in A1.

• HST performance is fully restored.

CONS

• A very large, controlled temperature gradient is required.

• The infrared background is increased.

• A lot of power is needed.

• On-orbit access to installation area is difficult, if not impossible.

ISSUES

• Would the thermal balance of the focal plane be upset?

• What is the risk that facesheets on the primary will delaminate?

• Print-through is a risk as in A1, and may be exaggerated by thermal effects.

• Are variations of expansion coefficients in the blank a problem?

Heaters
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A30VERCOATINGTHEPRIMARYMIRROR

THE PRIMARYMIRRORis tOO flat at the edge by about two micrometers. A differential

deposition of material on the mirror surface could restore the correct figure. A

substrate of BaF, CaF, or LaF would be evaporated onto the mirror, followed by thin

layers of A1 and Mg F2. This would be achieved by a device with material-laden

heating coils mounted temporarily inside the telescope tube, presumably below the

secondary.

PROS

• This is a perfect optical solution--as with A1 and A2.

• The process can be tested on the ground.

CONS

• Overcoating is irreversible.

• The likely roughness of thick coats makes UV scattering a problem.

• Peeling off the existing mirror coating is a risk.

• Evaporation requires high power (N36 kW).

• Because a complex device has to be temporarily mounted inside the HST tube,

implementation is difficult.

ISSUES

• Is the ambient vacuum at the HST altitude adequate? (1 micro-Tort is required.)

• What is the adhesion, stress, and microroughness of different materials?

• How would the surface be cleaned of dust and prepared for coating (which

normally requires a 10 milli-Torr gas discharge)?
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A4 FULLAPERTURECORRECTIONPLATE

A FLrLL-_a_ERTURELENS is constructed from a mosaic of thin Mg F 2 plates, and attached

to the OTA optical bench above the secondary mirror, thus correcting the light beam

before it reaches the primary mirror.

PROS

• Small (ypr/y) makes this the most favorable of all "plate" solutions. Field coma at

10 arcmin field radius is 0.12 arcsec; astigmatism with this solution is negligible.

• Substantially corrects all Sis and the FGS/OCS in one stroke.

• There are only 2 vacuum/glass interfaces.

• The aperture plate is tolerant to mis-positioning.

CONS

• Fabrication and testing is demanding.

• Segmentation produces diffraction effects.

• The plate is not achromatic; spherochromatism (variation of spherical aberration

with wavelength) is appreciable over the entire spectral range.

• Installation is difficult.

ISSUES

• How is sufficient thermal control achieved to avoid thermal gradients across the

plates?

• Is birefringence a problem?

• How is equal optical thickness ensured where plates butt together?

• Is the HST thermal background made worse?

• How is the assembly supported and

protected during launch?
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A5 FULLAPERTURECORRECTION"FLAT"

A DIAGONALMIRRORat the top of the telescope corrects for spherical aberration.

(ypr/y) is about twice that of A4, and the field coma at 10 armin is about 0.24 arcsec.
This solution could be combined with a coma-correcting plate in the central baffle.

PROS

• This solution is achromatic. (If a coma correcting plate is included, it would be

weak and would generate only small chromatic effects.)

• Zero (or 2, with plate) vacuum/glass surfaces.

• The entire telescope is restored to the original optical design with no compromise
in the far UV.

• Mirror technology is advanced in the direction needed for HST successors.
• The Flat is external and reversible.

CONS

,, The increase in the moment of inertia may be intolerable due to effects on point-

ing and slewing.

• The Flat is large, difficult, and expensive to make.

• Introduced coma in FGS flields may be unacceptable.

• Testing the Flat probably requires a liquid mirror.
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A6 GAS-RUEDCORRECTIONLENS

THIS OPTIONconsists of a weak convex lens with gas as the medium. The positive lens

is correct for compensating the overcorrected spherical aberration of the primary. The

amount of spherical correction is determined by the gas pressure and the shape of the

balloon, which must be optimized to minimize higher order corrections. (A spherical

balloon is not acceptable due to a very large sixth power dependence on axial dis-

tance.)

Adjustment of the gas pressure allows adjustment of the spherical aberration

correction for optimization at specific wavelengths.

The material of the balloon is selected for high UV transparency, good optical

quality, and longevity. The UV wavelength coverage will be severely limited by the

balloon material and by the gas, which must be containable. (N 2 is transparent down

to 130 nm. Helium is probably not containable.)

PROS

• The lens is simple to install (and remove).

• Spherical aberration is compensated without introducing other unacceptable
aberrations.

CONS

• The gas and walls of the balloon absorb the far UV.

• Unless the wavelength dispersion of the gas is negligible, the gas lens will intro-

duce longitudinal chromatic aberration.

• Spherochromatism proportional to the dispersion ratio of the gas to MgF 2.

• Need to maintain pressurization.

ISSUES

• The walls of the balloon must have uniform thickness to a fraction of a wave-

length, otherwise, unacceptable wavefront errors are introduced.

• Strong curvature results in slow convergence of the spherical aberration function.

Negligible 5 th order aberration requires small incidence angles.

,_o,,O'"" °''" °'"° °°,t °OO,o°
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A7SECONDARYMIRROR(SM) REPLACEMENT

THE SECOND,_RYMIRRORis replaced with a new one that corrects for spherical aberra-

tion. However, the correcting secondary mirror introduces coma--about I arcsec at

10 arcmin field radius. The introduced coma would be worse than the present

spherical aberration for all instruments except WFPC, and it would be fatal for the
FGSs.

PROS

• This reflecting solution is achromatic.

CONS

• (Ypr/Y) is impossibly large for a single element solution. The field coma is unac-
ceptable.

D
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A8 SM RECONFIGURATIONOFHST TOF/13.25 RITCHEY-CHP 

A NEWSECONDARYMIRRORinstalled on top of the old one could recover the telescope as

a perfect Ritchey-Chr6tien optical system. A system focal ratio of f/13.25 requires a

hyperboloidal primary of conic constant -1.014, exactly what is in the existing tele-

scope. WFPC II and subsequent new Sis would be designed to work at this focal

ratio. Relay optics in front of the existing Sis could feed them at f/24. The existing

FGSs would be used initially, but with the losses of an f/13.25 beam. Later, they

could be replaced by a new system optimized for the new focal ratio.

The new secondary would have a 20 inch diameter and would be constructed of

ultra-lightweight ULE honeycomb. It would be attached to the present secondary by

a stage that would provide coarse adjustment. Fine adjustments would come from

the existing mechanism.

PROS

• A correct aplanatic optical system is re-created by pure reflection--this is a perfect

optical solution.

• The faster focus allows direct imaging with a wider field and higher resolution.

• The new secondary is not difficult to make.

CONS

• The new secondary mirror is very difficult to install.

* The new secondary mirror must be deployed with new WFPC, new Sis, and/or

corrections for existing Sis.

• The new mirror is difficult to figure without a cross-check against the primary.

ISSUES

" Can the FGSs operate at f/13.25?

• Can an adequate f/13.25 to f/24 relay be designed for the FOC?

* Will the alignment mechanism work?

• Is the f/13.25 beam vignetted as it leaves the telescope?
• Can Barlow 'qenses" be used to

restore f/24 to the spectrographs?
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A9SMREPLACEMENT& 2-PLATECORRECTORINCDiTRALBAFFLE

A NEWSECONDARYMIRRORcorrects the spherical aberration achromatically. It is

mounted on the existing secondary and utilizes the existing secondary tilt and
decenter mechanism.

To compensate for the coma and astigmatism effects resulting from the new

secondary, and to match the new degree and sign of astigmatism to that of the HST

as designed, spaced CaF 2 and MgF 2 plates are installed in the front of the HST central

baffle (stovepipe). If changes in field curvature can be accomodated by SI and FGS

changes, a single MgF 2 plate suffices. This would increase UV transmission and

reduce ghost images.

PROS

• There is full, achromatic correction over the entire field, including the FGSs.

• The images are very good.

• CaF 2 and MgF 2 are available in the required sizes (-35 cm diameter).

CONS

• The two-plate configuration is opaque at wavelengths less than 130 nm.

• Installation of the SM and the 2 plates is very difficult.

• There are four (or two, for the single plate) glass surfaces, which lose light and

produce ghost images.

• The new secondary cannot be tested against the HST primary mirror, and thus

may not be figured correctly.

ISSUES

• Can a way be found to insert the new optics?

- Central 15affle



AIO 1-PLATECORRECTORONSM & 2-PLATECORRECTORINSTOVEPIPE

AN ASPHERICFLUORIDEPLATEin front of the secondary mirror corrects the spherical

aberration. This plate is movable along the optical axis to tune the spherical astigma-

tism correction to match the real HST spherical aberration at a particular wavelength.

Coma and astigmatism are adjusted by a single or double corrector shell inserted

in the central baffle (stovepipe).

PROS

• The full field is corrected.

• Good images are achieved at all wavelengths.

CONS

• There are 8 (or 6 for a single plate in the stovepipe) glass surfaces, which reduce

transmission (by factor N2.5 at 130 nm) and produce 4 (or 3) ghost images.

• Installation of the moving plate mechanism in the secondary mirror baffle will be
difficult.

• It will be difficult to install the 2-plate corrector in the central baffle.

Central Baffle
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A11 THREEASPHERICPLATESIN CENTRALBAFFLE

THREE PLATESill the central baffle (stovepipe) can satisfy three optical constraints;

consequently, spherical aberration can be corrected without introducing coma and

astigmatism.

PROS

• The fullfieldiscorrected.

• Modest-size plates of MgF 2 and CaF 2 are available.

• Grinding the aspheric surfaces should require normal technology only.

• The plates can be manufactured, tested, and installed as a single fixed unit.

• The plates are tolerant to positioning errors.

• Standard test procedures can be used to test the complete unit.

• Spherochromatism might be balanced by moving the plates.

CONS

• There are 6 glass surfaces causing reflection losses and ghosts.

• Spherochromatism is the same as a single plate if one material is used.

(Spherochromatism can be improved with two materials.)

• The individual plates are highly aspherical because they are relatively near to the

focus, so that a group of three plates is required.

ISSUES

• How would the plates be installed in the stovepipe?

+

+
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A12 DOUBLECASSEGRAINRELAYW CENTRALBAFFLE

A BACK-TO-BACKPAIRof Cassegrain optical systems can restore the f/24 beam fully

without introducing additional coma and astigmatism. Unfortunately, adequate field

requires unacceptable central obscuration. (However, this system may have applica-
tion to individual instruments.)

PROS

• This is an achromatic solution.

• The double cassegrain is technically conventional.

CONS

• The obstruction/field-of-view problem is insoluble.



OPTIONSB1- g4:

PRE-FOCALPLANECORRECTIONONTHEAXESOFTHESIS

B1 Single Refractive Corrector for Individual Sis

B2 Double Refractive Corrector for Individual Sis

|

B3 Two-Mirror Reflective Correctors for Individual Sis

B4 Double-Cassegrain Relay for Individual Sis

a_
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B1 SINGLEREFRACTIVECORRECTORFORINDIVIDUALSIS

IN PRINCIPLE,a single, refractive, fourth-order corrector element can compensate for

the OTA spherical aberration in each axial SI. Coma, which increases with the dis-

tance between the corrective optic and the telescope focus, limits the useable field.

Also, tolerance to decentering decreases with the distance from the telescope focus.

With regard to the different Sis, good correction is possible in the HRS (both slits

simultaneously) and also in the FOS (separate correctors for the red side and blue

side), with the exception of the acquisition fields in the latter. The fields in the FOC

are too large to be covered.

PROS

• This solution is simple.

CONS

• The field of view is small.

• The refracting lens limits UV transmission. The end-of-range transmission will be
uncertain due to surface effects.

• Strong spherochromatism produces a halo of light at the two ends of the spectral

range (slitless mode) or reduces the throughput at these wavelengths in narrow

slits. "Tuning" for specific wavelengths by axial displacement may be necessary.

• The optical performance is sensitive to decentering. The deployment mechanism

must be able to adjust the alignment.

ISSUES

• Fabrication seems feasible, but will be far from easy.

• Ghost images from internal reflections may be troublesome.

• Installation on orbit will be difficult, and may not be reversible.

• Positioning control will be necessary.

PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED
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B2 DOUBLEREFRACTIVECORRECTORFORINDIVmUALSIS

A SECONDREFRACrWEoenc can largely eliminate the field limitations that coma imposes

on the single-corrector solution. However, the condition for zero coma drives the

asphericities of the two plates to very high values.

PROS

• The double corrector has a wider field than a single corrector.

• The corrector is insensitive to small decentering errors.

• Achromafizafion is feasible in principle.

CONS

• The correctors have high asphericity.

• There will be excessive spherochromatism without achromatizafion.

• The two plates limit UV transmission, and there will be uncertainty near the

wavelength limits (surface effects enter doubly).

• Achromatization probably will be very difficult in the UV.

• Multiple reflections will cause ghost images.

ISSUES

• Centering is not critical, but precise tilt control is necessary.

• Fabrication is very diffio_t in view of high asphericities.

• Finding an achromatic combination of materials will be difficult in the far UV.

• Installation on orbit will be difficult, and may not be reversible.

• Positioning control will be necessary.



B3TWO-MIRRORREFLECTIVECORRECTORSFORINDIVIDUALSIS

A TWO-MIRROR RELAYcan compensate achromatically for the OTA spherical aberration

in small fields. This is the fix recommended by the HST Strategy Panel.

An infinite range of combinations of asphericifies is available to correct the spheri-

cal aberration. Among these, the aplanatic combination offers insensitivity to

decentering and creates the largest possible field of view. The distance between the

mirrors should be as large as possible to minimize residual aberrations.

The two-mirror corrector, optimized for the small slit in the HRS, covers the large

slit very well. In the FOS, the "blue" and "red" beams each require a pair of mirrors.

PROS

• The reflective correctors are achromatic and coma-free.

• The two mirrors are insensitive to small decentering errors.

CONS

• The mirrors have high asphericity.

• The optical performance is highly sensitive to errors in the flit.

• UV fight may be scattered from the surfaces of the mirrors.
• The entire FOC field cannot be corrected.

ISSUES

• Fabrication, although considered feasible by at least one expert, is difficult.

• Residual surface roughness may cause UV scattering.

• On-orbit alignment control is necessary.

o: ...... 4'
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64 DOUBLE-CASSEGRAINRELAYFORINDIVIDUALSIS

A DOUBLE-CASSECRAINRELAYoffers much wider correction potential than a two-mirror

relay. It may be of interest for the FOC but needs more detailed study.

PROS

• The double-cassegrain has a wider field than the two-mirror relay.

CONS

• There are reflection and scattering losses on four surfaces.

• There is a large central obscuration, which will lose light and produce strong

diffraction rings.

ISSUES

• There may be strong tilt and decenter sensitivities.

• Installation on orbit will be difficult, and may not be reversible.
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OPTIONSC1- C9:

POST-FOCALPLAr_CORRECTIONgvTHESCIENCEINSmUMENTS(SIS)

C1 FGS II

C2 Modification of FGS I

|

C3 Thermal Fixes to Sis

C4 Modify WFPC II SMs

C5 Modification of the FOC: Refractor in Upper Channel

I
i

C6 Modification of the FOC: Refractor Near Exit Pupil

C7 Modification of the FOC: Change Optical Head Unit

C8 NICMOS Internal Corrector

C9 STIS Internal Corrector
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Cl FGSIi

BUILDANDINSTALLin the HST a new FGS system with optics that correct spherical aberration.

The new FGS would use CCD quadrant detectors rather than Koesters prisms.

PROS

• The new FGS would substantially fix present pointing problems, except those

related to terminator crossing.

CONS

• Installation of 3 FGSs would require multiple shuttle hunches.

• Developing new FGSs is a major effort.

m
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C2MODIFICATIONOFFGSI

ADD A CORRECTORPLATEto the optical train of the existing FGSs to correct spherical

aberration.

PROS

• This is a small, technically simple fix that could be tested on the spare FGS.

CONS

• Installing the correctors requires returning the FGS to the ground.

ISSUES

• No study has been made and the optical performance is uncertain.

• Mechanical feasibility is unknown.

• Is on-orbit replacement feasible?

• Can guiding strategies be developed which will work with only one good FGS?

(Either use FHST for roll or use the good FGS in fine lock and the other in coarse
track.)

• Will this approach correct the OCS along with the FGS?

• Is FGS performance more dependent on alignment than spherical aberration?
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C3THERMALFIXESTOSIs

THERMALLYDEFORM the optical elements in the existing Sis in order to correct spherical
aberration.

PROS

• Possibly could be done now.

• The risk is low.

CONS

• Does not correct the focal plane.

• No optical element has been identified as a candidate.

ISSUES

• Does this approach even work for spherical aberration correction?
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C4MOmFYWFPCII SMS

REFICUREThE EICm secondary mirrors inside the WFPC II to correct for spherical

aberration.

PROS

• This may be simple to implement.
• The entire field of both WFPC II cameras is corrected.

• This solution produces good images at all wavelengths.

CONS

• Only the WFPC is corrected.

• A Baum spot is not possible.

ISSUES

• What is the image quality at the edges of the field?
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C5 MODIFICATIONOFTHEFOC:REFRACTORIN UPPERCHANNEL

IN ORBIT, the FOC is opened up and a replacement FOC upper channel is installed; an

external cover with baffles is equipped with refractive corrective optics.

PROS

• The image quality is fully recovered over a reduced field of view.

CONS

• Coma-like aberration and spherochromatism are present.

• The coronograph and spectrograph modes are not corrected.

• Correction of the High Resolution Apodizer (HRA) is marginal.

• Tolerances and positioning are critical.

ISSUES

• Is removal and replacement of the upper channel feasible in orbit?

• Is the FOC field of view too large for good correction?
• How much UV transmission is lost?

R
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C6MODIFICATIONOFTHEFOC: REFRACTORNEAREXITPUPIL

IN ORBIT,the FOC is opened up and a refractive corrector or pupil stop is snapped in

place. Alternatively, corrective lenses or pupil stops are added to the filter wheel.

PROS

• The image quality is recovered over the entire field of view.

• The correction can be reversed by rotating the filter wheel to another position.

CONS

• Spherochromatism is present at the ends of the spectral range.

• UV throughput is reduced.

• Implementation is difficult.

• The spectrograph and coronograph modes are not corrected.

ISSUES

• Is it feasible to install a pupil corrector in orbit?



C7 MODIFICATIONOFTHEFOC: CHANGEOPTICALHEADUNiT

AFTERRETURNINGthe FOC to the ground, the optical head units on the f/48 and f/96

modes are replaced with units that correct the spherical aberration.

PROS

• Image quality is fully recovered without spherochromafism or throughput loss.

• Possibly the spec_ograp_c mode can be corrected.

CONS

• T_s approach requ_es return of the FOC to the ground (loss of observing time).

ISSUES

• Shuttle schedules may cause a long _arn-around time.

• The FOC may be contaminated during the return.
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C8NICMOSINTERNALCORRECTOR

NICMOS is an ORI and has ab initio been designed to have an initial re-imaging

stage. The OTA pupil is imaged at a beam-steering mirror. This allows full correction

of the OTA spherical aberration, if it is sufficiently well specified. (The conic constant

of the OTA primary must be known to better than +0.0008, equivalent to about 7%

wavefront error.) Residual spherical aberration could possibly be corrected by

adaptive optics. However, at the present time it does not seem likely that this will be

necessary. The present plans for NICMOS do not include this refinement.

PROS

,, Full correction of the OTA spherical aberration is feasible.

• No change in the present OTA optics is required.

CONS

• A moderately aspherical beam-steering mirror (diameter 20 mm) must be manu-
factured.
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C9STISINTERNALCORRECTOR

A TWO-MIRRORRELAYinside the STIS is planned to correct OTA spherical aberration

before the slit. Initial design of this corrector is completed. It is quite adequate for the

spectral modes but leaves some residual image degradation in the camera modes. To

the extent to which this is acceptable is unclear.

The addition of the relay makes it necessary to rearrange the entire STIS optical

train. Associated with this is a reconfiguration of the optical bench and some of the
mechanisms.

PROS

• The OTA spherical aberration is corrected at a pupil image.

• No changes in the present OTA optics are necessary.

CONS

• Two mirrors are needed, which reduces UV efficiency.

• The corrector is highly aspherical.

• Matching the corrector to the OTA spherical aberration is critical. (The conic

constant of the OTA primary must be known to +0.00035, i.e. about 3% of the

conic constant error or wavefront error.)

• Adaptive optics may be necessary.

• The entire STIS optical train must be reconfigured.

ISSUES

• UV scattering and reflection losses on the correcting mirrors must be considered.

• The correctors add complexity to the instrument,

%
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OPTIONSD1- D3:

MASKING- REDUCTIONOFAPERTUREWITHFULLFIELD

D1 Aperture Masking

D2 Aperture Door Vignetting

D3 Halo Baffle at Individual Sis

|
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D1 APERTUREMASKING

AN KNNULARAPERTUR_mask(s) is deployed at the top of the telescope tube. For ex-

ample, a simple mechanism replacing the aperture door would allow a selection of

aperture sizes--in addition to a fully closed position.

Spherical aberration causes only the light from a restricted annular region on the

primary mirror to be focused on the image plane. Light from the remainder of the

primary causes a diffuse halo around the focused image. Annular masking is a low-

technology amelioration of spherical aberration that could be implemented in the

time period before other optical corrections become available.

Given the amount of OTA spherical aberration, the mask (as specified by the inner

and outer fractional radii, R and _) can be optimized for various performance criteria.

For example, for 0.5 waves rms spherical aberration, the most compact image core is

obtained with _ = 0.76 and _ = 1, while the most HST-like image (lower sideqobes) is

obtained with R = 0.33 and _ = 0.72.

Aperture masking will make image deconvolution more straight-forward, be-

cause diffraction, rather than aberration, dominates. With appropriate deconvolution

methods, superresolution is possible.

PROS

• Aperture masking is achromatic.

• Masking is low technology and relatively cheap.

• Improvements in the point-spread function can be

tailored to observational requirements.

• Image deconvolution is easier.

• The mask would be easy to install

and easy to remove.

CONS

• The mask blocks up to half the light. . .......................

ISSUES

"_Sl_ratrbjd?ced field c°ma _ .-"
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D2 APERTUREDOORVIGf TTING

THE _RTURE DOORis commanded shut but stopped part way. The remaining

unobscured pupil is corrected partially by tilting the secondary mirror to correct the

resulting coma and astigmatism. Some higher-order residuals may be removed with

the primary mirror actuators.

PROS

• No shuttle launch is required.

• This could be implemented now, and is reversible (and tunable).

CONS

• Light is lost.

• Spherical aberration is only partially removed

• FGS performance may be affected.

ISSUES

• This option must be studied to know if it is worthwhile.
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D3 HALOBAFFLEATINDIVIDUALSIS

IF OTA SPHERICALABERRATIONis not corrected, there is an optimum focus setting with

regard to the energy collected in a narrow slit. This light, it has been found, comes

from an area around the central obscuration with about half the radius of the pupil.

The remaining area of the pupil contributes only a halo background which intro-

duces noise in crowded fields. A baffle can effectively remove the halo.

The baffle need not fit the unused pupil area very closely, and thus does not need

to be centered accurately. Consequently, installation on orbit does not require critical

positioning.

PROS

• The image halo is effectively removed.

• The baffles are simple.

CONS

• The OTA aperture diameter is effectively reduced to about 1.2 m.

ISSUES

• Installation in front of the Sis on orbit may be difficult.
• The baffles are not reversibile after installation.
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OPTICALANALYSIS

1. INTRODUCTION

THISANALYSISISCONCERNEDwith the optical aspects of the options available for correction

of the spherical aberration in the HST. It will consider the theoretical aspects of the fun-

damental correction possibilities; with the optical performance of these options, and with

the technical aspects of procurement and manufacture in so far as these can be assessed

at this stage.

There are three basic reasons why correcting the error in the HST in the general sense,

i.e., for the full field and maintaining the full aperture, is difficult:

• The enormous wavelength bandpass

There is a serious limitation in the materials available for refracting solutions because

of absorption in the UV. Effectively, we are limited to MgF 2, CaF 2 and LiF, whereby
there are serious diameter limitations, above all for LiF. Furthermore, even these

materials will be approaching the absorption band in the extreme vacuum UV so

that the dispersions are far higher than we normally encounter for ground based

telescopes. This has important implications for the chromatic performance of options

using refracting elements.

• The very high magnification m 2 of the secondary in the HST

The HST has a very high telephoto effect with m 2 = 10.435. It will be shown that this

magnification has serious consequences for a whole class of solutions with regard to
field aberrations.

• The spherical aberration error is apparently mainly on the primary

This fact has advantages for the use of the telescope in its present uncorrected state,

since the error is at the pupil and introduces no field aberrations, above all no field

coma. This is of great importance for the FGS which is far less sensitive to symmetri-

cal aberration. However, from the point of view of correction of the error, the pri-

mary represents a plane in the system which is inaccessible for most practical cor-

rection options. This inaccessibility means that most options apply correction at a

significant distance from the pupil which has---combined with the high secondary

magnification--negative consequences for the correction in the field.

A correction of the spherical aberration error implies, of course, that the error must

be accurately known, in sign and amount. The evidence presented so far suggests that

the sign is known with considerable certainty (over-correction, i.e., primary too aspheric).
The amount seems to be known within 10% or better. At least 90% seems to be due to

the primary. As one would expect from the nature of the tests with null-correctors, the

error also seems to be largely third-order--the classical lowest term of spherical aberra-

tion.

Assume that the longitudinal spherical aberration is 40 mm and is pure third-order,

The peak-to-valley wavefront aberration is then

Wpt v = 4350 nm. (1)
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This gives a third-order spherical aberration coefficient SI of

S I = 8Wpt v = 34800 IztI1, (2)

an angular image diameter at the Gaussian (paraxial) focus with 100% geometrical energy
of

&_cF(diameter) = SI rad --5.98 arcsec, (3)
_a

and an angular image diameter at best focus (disk of least confusion) of

_(_BF(diameter) = Sl rad = 1.50 arcsec, (4)
4yl

where Yl = the semi-aperture of the telescope = 1200 mm.

If the error is to be compensated on a mirror surface, the deformation for the Gaussian

focus (without focus compensation) is of the simple form

dz = ay 4, (5)

whereby the value at the edge of the aperture beam (irrespective of the size and posi-

tion of the mirror) would be

(SZ)m-- Wptv _ 2175 nm =2.2 _rn. (6)
2

This is the physical error on the primary.

To third order accuracy, the form of the mirrors is defined by

z= 1 y2+ 1 (1 +bs) y4+ .... (7)

2r 8r 3

in which b s is the Schwarzschild constant defining the aspheric form. For the theoreti-

cal Ritchey-Chr6tien telescope, b s is given for the two mirrors by

(Ds)I,R C = -1 - 2(h - dl) (8)
2

dl m2

_ {rna+ 1/2 fl m2
(bs)a,RC = _--1/ - 2 (9)dl (rn2- 1) 3 '

where

fl is the focal length of the primary

d 1is the primary-secondary separation
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m2isthemagnificationof thesecondary.

With fl = 5520mm,dI=4906mm,m2= 10.435,Eq.(8)gives

(bs)l,RC=-1.002299. (10)

With y =Yl = 1200mm,(7)gives

8zRC- 3Zp= -0.0004429 mm, (11)

where 6Zp is the asphericity for the parabola. The actual error 8z is, from (6),

6z = - 0.002175 mm, (12)

i.e., nearly 5 times the difference of (11). Since

6zRC = -0.193075 mm,

we have

_z

_=_1.13%,
_z RC

a large error giving an actual Schwarzschild constant of

(13)

(14)

(bs) A = -1.01359. (15)

2. STOP-SHIFT FORMULAE FOR THIRD-ORDER ABERRATIONS

THE "STOP" INTHEHST is also the entrance pupil and is at the primary mirror. The "stop"

in an optical system is defined by the diameter of the optical elements relative to the

width of the axial beam incident on them. If the secondary is dimensioned to have a

diameter surplus which allows the full field to pass without vignetting, then this de-

fines the stop as being at the primary. If we introduce additional correcting elements,

they must also be over-dimensioned in the same way if stop-shift (or vignetting) is not

to be introduced. In particular, masking techniques at the top of the telescope may ef-

fectively shift the stop to that point. Such a "stop-shift" affects the optical performance

in a way which depends on the aberrations in the system.

Suppose the stop is shifted a distance 3E in the "'optical space". Then we can define

a parameter which is of great importance for the basic theory of most of our correction

options:

H 3E = Ypr/Y (16)

where:



H isn'u'11',theLagrangeinvariant

3E is the effective "stop shift"

Ypr is the height of the "principal" or "chief" ray at a given plane in the system

y is the height of the aperture paraxial ray at a given plane in the system

n' is the refractive index in the image space

u' is the semi-aperture angle in the image space

aperture and principal rays through the

telescope. For the different planes shown,

r I' is the angular image field radius.

Figure path YPi I "/'y.1 shows the ray of the T T

one can see qualitatively how the ratio

Ypr/Y increases linearly from zero "up-
wards" from the primary into the object

space; and very rapidly going "down-

wards" from the primary via the sec-

ondary into the image space.

The effect of such a global stop shift
is:

3r&orderspherical 3S I = 0

coma _I = (H 3E) SI

astigmatism _)SIII = 2(H 3E)SII + (H BE)2SI

Figure 1. Aperture and principal ray
paths through the telescope showing

the evolution of (yJy) in the different
planes in the system.

(17)

field curvature

distortion

3Srv = 0

3S v = (H 3E) (Siv + 3SII I) + 3(H 0E) 2 SII + (H 0E) 3 S I .

Here S I to Sv are the wavefront coefficients of third-order spherical aberration, coma,

astigmatism, field curvature, and distortion respectively, without stop-shift, i.e., 3E = 0. For

our current problem, we are essentially concerned only with the first three terms of (1 7).

3. THE THEORY OF ASPHERIC "PLATES"

THE STOP-SHIFTFORMULAE (17) assume a particularly simple and important form if we

consider their application to an aspheric corrector plate shifted from the stop. The term

"aspheric plate" applies here in a quite general sense to any element, refracting or re-

flecting, which affects the third-order aberrations without introducing optical power. In

other words, it refers to any term according to Eq. (5) depending on the fourth pozoer of

the aperture and has no second power (except, possibly, a minimal balancing term). It

is valid, then, for a thin aspheric plate, or a deformed plane mirror, or a change of deformation on

an existing curved mirror.
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Thestop-shifteffectforasingle"plate"is

shown in Figure 2. Suppose, in the HST, an

aspheric "plate" could be placed directly at

the primary with the desired amount of

spherical aberration 3S I to correct the error in

the primary. Monochromatically, if this were

possible, it would remove the error at its

source, at the pupil. An aspheric plate at the

pupil is, to third-order accuracy, a "pure" el-

ement in its monochromatic function: it only

affects Sl, all field effects are zero, so that we
have:

3E=O: SI = &SI

Sn = 0

Aspheric j_[

Shift _,

Figure 2. Stop-shift effect for a single

aspheric plate shifted from the pupil.

Sm = 0 (18)

Sty = 0

SV = 0.

If the plate is now shifted from the stop by 3E, then substituting (18) in (17) gives:

8S_ = (HOE)S I

aS m = (H OE)2 SI (19)

8Sw= 0

8S v= (HaE) 3S I.

These simple formulae enable us to give immediately the monochromatic, third-order

effects of the correction 8S 1on the field aberrations SII and Sm. All we require for a given

gS_ is the value of (Ypr/Y) at the plane of the system in question.
For a single plate, the aberrations are given directly by Eq. (19). Clearly, for two plates

with a significant separation, we can correct two conditions; with three separated plates

we can correct all 3 conditions, SI, Sil, Sin.

For an aspheric plate, the spherical aberration is given directly from (2) and (5) by

8S! = 8(n'- n) ay a, (20)

where n = 1 and n' is the refractive index of the plate material, while for a supplemen-

tary deformation on a curved mirror, it is given by

4
8St = -2 Y-Y-8bs, (21)

3
r

because n' - n = -2 for reflection.
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Finally,Eqs.(19)and(20)revealatonceanimportantconsequenceconcerningthe
chromatic effects of any system of aspheric plates. Setting n = 1 in (20) and differentiat-

ing with respect to n', we have:

3(5S I) = 8ay 4 3n'. (22)

Suppose a corrector has three plates of a single material fulfilling the conditions from

(19):

Y-SII

= (Sl) 1 + (SI) 2 + (Si) 3 = _S 1

= (H 3E) 1 (Sl) 1 + (H 3E) 2 (Sl) 2 + (H 3E) 3 (SI) 3 = 0

= (H 3E)12 (St) 1 + (H 3E)22 (SI) 2 + (H 3E)32 (SI) 3 = 0,

(23)

then, because the Si terms only appear linearly, it follows for the chromatic variations:

3(_Si) = 3(Si) 1 + 3(S1) 2 + 3(Si) 3 = 3(_)SI)

3(ZSIl) = (H 3E) 1 3(Sl) 1 + (H 3E) 2 3(Si) 2 + (H 3E) 3 3(SI) 3 = 0 (24)

0(Y_.SI1 I) = (H 0E)12 3(SI) 1 + CH 0E)22 0(SI) 2 + (H 0E)32 3(S1) 3 = 0.

Eqs. (24) express a simple physical situation for a system of plates of one material, namely

the fact that 5SI ¢ 0 (this is the purpose of the system) implies that spherochromatism

(Gauss error) is a fixed quantity depending only on (SS1 ) and (3n'). The other mono-

chromatic terms Y--_Iand Y_SIIIare zero; then the third order chromatic variations are also

zero. Of course, if higher order effects are present which are not zero, then there will be
chromatic variations.

The above conclusions concerning

dlromatic effects apply to any system made

of one single material. If two materials with

usefully different dispersions 8n/(n o - 1)
are available, then direct correction of the

spherochromatism may be possible.

Controlling the axial position of the
whole corrector---or of an element or el-

ements within it--provides a way to

rebalance the dispersion curve of SI and

to improve the spherochromatism of the

refracting plate solutions in the converg-

ing beam, see Figure 3. If the whole cor-

rector is moved, the effect on S_ will go

with the fourth power of the distance

from the image since this is the aperture

dependence of SI. Thus a change of axial

position from the image by 10% will

_Sph ,

3

130 nm 1'5_m

_JY
130 nm I50nm 50 nm

I30 nm 150 nm 500 nm

Figure 3. Rebalancing effect of

spherochromatism achieved by
moving correctors, or elements
thereof, in the converging beam.



change SI by about 40%. Other aberrations will also be affected. If internal elements are

moved, the shifts will be less, because individual plates are stronger than the net SI ef-

fect. Also, moving the separate elements will affect other aberrations individually. If all

elements are moved optimally, then the original quality is restored, optimized for the

new wavelength bandpass.

Of course, such rebalancing is not possible for correctors placed in the parallel inci-
dent beam.

4. SOME SIMPLE APPLICATIONS TO POSSIBLE OPTIONS IN THE HST

4.1 STOP-SHIFT EFFECTAT THE SECONDARY MIRROR, M 2

For a field radius of 10 arcmin, the value of our stop-shift parameter is

ypr) = 0.1069.
y SM

(25)

From (2) and (19):

8SII = (H 3E) 8S_ = 3720 nm. (26)

Now the angular size of the tangential coma patch is

(6C0Coma-- 3Srl rad = 0.959 arcsec. (27)
2yi

This result effectively rules out the solution of correction of SI by a new secondary

maintaining an f/24 output beam. The high coma value for correction at the plane of

the secondary is a consequence of the high magnification m 2 giving a small secondary

and high telephoto effect. Correction at the secondary gives a dep_e from the Ritchey-

Chr6tien solution which is far too large to be acceptable.

A comparison with the ESO New Technology Telescope (NTF) is instructive. Here,

there was also a matching error of S] on the primary with Wpt v = 3000 nm compared with

4350 nm for the HST. Because m 2 -- 5 for the NTT, the factor (Ypr / Y) at the secondary is
only 0.04298 giving

(_00 Coma = 0.182 arcsec

for a field radius 10 arcmin, a factor of 5.3 times lower than the HST case. This coma might

have been considered acceptable for a passive telescope, but the effect was totally re-

moved at source by active optics bending of the primary.

The astigmatism induced by a replacement of M 2 is, from (19)

8Sm = (H 3E) 2 SI = 398 mm

at field radius 10 arcmin. At best focus, halfway between the astigmatic lines,

Wptv = 199 nm
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and

(_(x)ast,mean-- _SllI _ 0.068 arcsec. (28)

yl

This illustrates how rapidly the effect on astigmatism becomes negligible if (Ypr/Y) = (H
3E) << 1. Fairly near the image, however, in the stovepipe of the HST, the factor may be

comparable to I or larger. Then the effects on astigmatism may be larger than on coma.

4.2 EXAMPLE OF A CORRECTOR PLATE IN THE PARALLEL INCIDENT BEAM ABOVE THE

SECONDARY

At a distance of 5500 mm above the primary (above the secondary mirror in Figure 1)

we have Y-r = 16.00 mm and y = 1200 mm, giving (Ypr/Y) = 0.01333. This is almost ex-t,
actly 1/8 of the value at M 2. For the same field radius of 10 arcmin

(6cX)Coma= 0_-_5_ = 0.120 arcsec.
8

The astigmatism is 1/64 of the value at M 2 and is therefore completely negligible.

4.3 EXAMPLE OF AN APERTURE MASK

Suppose the stop were shifted by 3E by a masking operation, then (17) shows that we

would get a change of coma and astigmatism of

c)Sii = (H 3E) S_

3SII I = (I--I0E) 2 SI,

since S I_ 0 (this is the HST error), but SIi = 0 because the error St was in the original pupil

position.

5. LOGICAL CATEGORIZATION OF THE VARIOUS OPTIONS

THEPARAMETER(Ypr/Y) = (H6E) gives us a direct measure of the effectiveness of a given
option in correcting the spherical aberration error with a single element. In most cases,

this parameter will not be favorable enough and will impose solutions requiring more

than one element.

We have considered so far the correction of the HST in the fullest sense: a correction

over the full field and maintaining the full aperture which effectively restores the nomi-

nal quality of the HST. This leads to the definition of Group A, as shown in Figure 4.

Other groups are also shown in Figure 4. Their definitions are as follows.

• Group A: Full field correction maintaining full aperture (including FGS and

WFS)

The options are ordered according to (Ypr/Y)' starting with the value zero for correction
at the primary. Options in the object space follow, then options from M 2 down towards

the image. All corrector options are symmetrical to the OTA axis.
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• Group B:Pre-focalplanecorrectionfor
individual instruments(excludingFGS
and WFS)

This group has the following global charac-
teristics:

- The correctors are centered on the indi-

vidual instrument entrance beam axes.

- The fields involved are far smaller than for

Group A and are simply the useful fields
of the instruments.

- Note that the FGS and WFS are not cor-

rected (unless independent action is

taken. See Options C1, C2 and C4).
- The correction functions for all instrument

modes, including spectral, corona-

graphic, etc.

The options of this group are ordered ac-

cording to the number of elements and

complexity.

• Group C: Post-focal plane correction for
individual instruments

- FGS and WFS are not corrected unless

options Cl, C2 and C4 are realized.

r------i r--'a
D

A

": E _ ":""':"
: A

Figure 4. The basic groups of

options according to their
positions in the complete
system.

- Spectral modes, etc. cannot be corrected in the first generation spectrographs.

In general, correction in the second generation Sis should be relatively easy from an

optical viewpoint since the fields are small and re-imaged pupil planes will be more or
less accessible.

Options C1 or C2 correct the FGS and thereby remove a major weakness of both Group

C and Group B.

• Group D: Masking - full field correction but with aperture reduction

6. LIST OF OPTIONS WITH BRIEF REVIEW OF THEIR OPTICAL CHARACTERISTICS

• Group A: Full field correction at full aperture
A1. MECHANICAL DEFORMATION OF THE PRIMARY MIRROR

- Optically ideal as it achieves the correction by reflecting (achromatic) means at the

source of the error (Ypr/Y) = 0. This would be the equivalent of the active optics cor-
rection of matching error done in the NTT.

- The HST primary is a stiff egg-crate. The dynamic range of its actuators is almost

certainly inadequate for this correction. The actuators were only intended for a re-

touch of astigmatism.

- May be danger of structure print-through if bending could be achieved.

A2. THERMAL DEFORMATION OF THE PRIMARY MIRROR

- Optically ideal as with AI.
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- May be possible, but temperature gradient control is difficult in practice.

- Print-through risk as in A1 but may be exaggerated by thermal effects.

A3. OVERCOATING THE PRIMARY MIRROR

- Optically ideal as with A1.

- Possibilities of thick A1 or a thick coating of other materials with a normal thin coat-

ing of A1 on top.

- Roughness problem of thick coats very serious.

A4. FULL APERTURE CORRECTION PLATE

- (Ypr/Y) the most favorable of all plate solutions -- field coma at 10 arcmin field ra-
dius 0.12 arcsec, field astigmatism negligible.

- 2 vacuum/glass surfaces only.

- Not achromatic: spherochromatism appreciable for whole spectral range using an

MgF 2 plate.

- Availability of MgF 2 in large sizes not solved at present -- segmented solution may

be possible but gives diffraction effects.

- Birefringence, thickness aspects.

- Large, very difficult object to make.

A5. FULL APERTURE CORRECTION FLAT

- (ypr/y) about twice that of A4 -- field coma at 10 arcmin field radius ca. 0.24 arcsec.
Could be combined with a coma correcting plate in the stovepipe.

- Reflecting (achromatic) solution. If combined with a coma correcting plate this latter

would be weak and would generate only small chromatic effects.

- Zero (or, with plate 2) vacuum/glass surfaces.

- Large difficult object to make (long axis about 3.5 m).

- Could be supported passively (rigid), actively (flexible), or semi-actively (fairly rigid).

- Test probably requires a liquid mirror -- difficult.

A6. GAS-FILLED CORRECTION LENS

- (Ypr/Y) probably similar to A5.
- This is a weak convex lens with nitrogen or helium gas as medium. The positive lens

is correct for compensating the overcorrected spherical aberration of the primary.

- The He lens will introduce normal longitudinal chromatic aberration unless the dis-

persion of He is negligible.

- The spherochromatism will be in the ratio of the dispersions of He to MgF 2 compared
with A4.

- The film or plastic (Mylar?) must have uniform thickness to a fraction of K, otherwise

unacceptable wavefront errors.

- The stronger the curvatures the slower the convergence of the spherical aberration

function. Negligible fifth order requires small incidence angles.

- An He bag held in a ring may have strong deformation near the ring.

A7. SECONDARY MIRROR (SM) REPLACEMENT

- Reflecting solution -- achromatic.

- (Ypr/Y) impossibly large for a single element solution -- see paragraph 4.1. Coma at
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10 arcmin field radius 0.959 arcsec. This would be worse than the present spherical

aberration for all instruments except WFPC and fatal for the FGS.

- Difficulty of procurement of new SM without cross-test with primary.

- Inadequate optical solution.

A8. SM RECONFIGURATION OF HST TO AN fl13.25 RITCHEY-CHRI_FIEN

- Re-creates a correct aplanatic optical system by pure reflection means - a perfect op-
tical solution.

- Difficulty of procurement of new M 2 without cross-check with primary.

- Change from f/24 to f/13.25 -- effect on the instruments, FGS, etc.?

- Passage of f/13.25 beam out of telescope -- vignetting?

- Possible use of Barlow "lenses" (or reflectors) to restore//247

A9. SM REPLACEMENT AND 2-PLATE CORRECTOR IN STOVEPIPE

- This option falls in the group of 2- or 3-"plate" solutions discussed in paragraph 3,

but where the first "plate" is a deformation on a mirror (a reflecting "plate"). With

one additional plate, it has an analogy with A5 (front reflecting "plate" plus possibly

an additional plate).

- (Ypr/Y,), not favorable but overcome by a 2- or 3-"plate" solution, of which the first
"plate is a deformation on M 2.

- One additional plate leaves astigmatism uncorrected (reversed sign from telescope),

correction possible in front of instruments.

- With 2 additional plates, an excellent monochromatic solution.

- Because most of the correction is done at M 2, the chromatic aberration is far lower than

for pure plate solutions -- probably less than one quarter.

- Problem of procurement of new M 2 without cross-check with primary.

- Diameter of aspheric plates favorable compared with A4 (ca. 350 mm). MgF 2 and CaF 2

should be possible?

- 2 or 4 vacuum/glass surfaces -- favorable!

- Optically a very good solution, certainly one of the best "plate type" solutions.

A10. 1-PLATE CORRECTOR ON SM AND 2-PLATE CORRECTOR IN STOVEPIPE

- This has a refracting plate in double pass directly in front of M 2. In principle, it is a 2-

or 3-plate solution, as treated in paragraph 3.

- (Ypr/Y) exactly as in A9.
- One additional plate leaves the astigmatism uncorrected exactly as in A9.

- With 2 additional plates, an excellent monochromatic solution as A9.

- Because of double pass in first plate, unfavorable for vacuum/glass surfaces:

6 vacuum�glass surfaces with 1 extra plate

8 vacuum�glass surfaces with 2 extra plates.

- With 3 plates of one material, spherochromatism as for a single plate. May be possi-

bility of improvement with combination of MgF 2 and CaF 2. Chromatically less fa-

vorable than A9 or A5 (with additional plate) unless active rebalancing of

spherochromatism is done as described in paragraph 3 and shown in Figure 3. This

could be done by shifting the d/p plate axially according to the spectral range. No

image analysis is required, the shift is given directly by the wavelength shift. However,

this balance has the consequence for all Group A solutions that the FGS would have variable
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spherical aberration in its wavelength bandpass!

- No replacement of M 2 necessary.

- Diameter of aspheric plates favorable for procurement compared with A4.

All. THREE ASPHERIC PLATES IN THE STOVEPIPE

- This 3-plate solution was treated in paragraph 3.

- (Ypr/Y) is less favorable than A9 and A10. This leads to higher asphericities and
therefore larger fifth order errors. In a preliminary calculation, the fifth order effects

seem acceptable. With plausible separations, (23) give asphericities corresponding

to +6 (3Sl), -8 (5SI), +3 (SSI). The system is like a single-material triplet working in the
third-order instead of the first order.

- The chromatic effects are as treated in paragraph 3 and are the same as for A10 with

3 plates: spherochromatism as for a single plate, third-order chromatic coma and

astigmatism zero. There will be fifth order chromatic coma and astigmatism pro-

portional to the monochromatic residuals.

- Possibility of partial correction of spherochromatism with plates of MgF 2 and CaF 2.

- Possibility of rebalancing spherochromatism (as in A10) by active control of axial

position of whole corrector or single plates. Same limitation with FGS as with All!
- Procurement and test situation as a unit favorable.

- Positional tolerances very uncritical, above all centering since the emergent beam from

the telescope (if the error is all on the primary) has only a very weakly defined axis

from the field astigmatism of the Ritchey-Chr6tien solution.

A12. DOUBLE CASSEGRAIN RELAY IN CENTRAL BAFFLE

- This is generically a 4 "plate" solution in which the "plates" are reflecting deforma-

tions and the separations are constrained by the double Cass geometry giving an

unchanged f/24 beam.

- Reflecting solution -- achromatic.

- (Ypr/Y) situation as with All.
-No detailed calculation yet done, but the evidence is that a good optical solution, from

the point of view of performance in image quality, exists.

-The (Ypr/Y) situation seems fatal from the point of view of central obstruction and full
field coverage. Unfortunately, this appears fundamental. The option remains inter-

esting as B4.
- 4 additional reflections.

• Group B: Pre-focal plane correctors on instrument axes

Two comments are relevant to all options in this group:

- The plate theory of paragraph 3 is applicable here exactly as to Group A except that

the field effect defined by Ypr is referred to the instrument axis, not the telescope. Since
the instrument fields are much smaller, this is favorable, but we are very near the

image which is unfavorable for (Ypr/Y).
- Options C1 or C2 would provide a major upgrade ofalI Group B options because the

central weakness of non-correction of the FGS would be removed.
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B1.SINGLE REFRACTIVE CORRECTOR FOR INDIVIDUAL SIS

- Since (y_r/y) can only be favorable for very small fields this single plate solution is

probab_ only of interest for very small field spectroscopic applications. Field limi-
tation is field coma.

- Only 2 vacuum/glass surfaces.

- Technically fairly simple, since the plate is small -- but it has a fairly steep aspheric

function,

- Spherochromatism is as for a single plate, There is also strong chromatic coma since
the field coma is uncorrected,

- Spherochromatism could be rebalanced by shifting the plate axially according to the

spectral range.

- Difficult centering tolerances.

B2. DOUBLE REFRACTIVE CORRECTOR FOR INDIVIDUAL SIS

- Genetically the same as analogous 2- or 3-plate solutions in Group A.

- (ypr/y) will depend on instrument field and the axial depth available.
Chromatic performance as with All with a single material, but with these diameters,

possibility of using MgF 2, CaF 2 and LiF to correct spherochromatism. Also, possibility of

rebalancing spherochromatism with a one-material corrector by shifting the whole system

axially (this is independent of the FGS system and is more attractive than the equiva-

lent possibility in A12!).

- For optical performance, attractive, particularly for the FOC and combined with C1

or C2.

- 4 (or 6) vacuum/glass surfaces.

- High sensitivity to tilt, reasonable tolerances for lateral decenter.

B3. TWO-MIRROR REFLECTIVECORRECTORS FOR INDIVIDUAL SIS

- Generically a 2 "plate" reflecting solution with power added for astigmatism correc-

tion.

- Reflecting solution -- achromatic.

- High asphericities leading to higher-order aberrations which limit the field. Field of

FOC (44 arcsec) cannot be covered.

- Good optical solution for instruments with modest field.

- High sensitivity to tilt,

B4. DOUBLE CASSEGRAIN RELAY FOR THE INDIVIDUAL SIS

- Reflecting solution -- achromatic.

- The same generic characteristics as A12 but the field restriction (even with the FOC)

may give a better (ypr/y) value for the obstruction/field problem, depending on the

axial space available. If so, an optically attractive solution.
- 4 additional reflections.

- Probably very sensitive to tilt.



• Group C:Post-focalplanecorrectionsin instruments

C1.FGSII
- Correction in this way is a most interesting option as it upgrades the whole of Group B by

removing the weakness that the FGS is not corrected by the individual pre-focal plane

instrument options.

C2. MODIFICATION OF FGS I

- Same attraction and importance as C1.

- Since the FGS fields are probably small, a correction should, in principle, not be very

difficult. Planes not far from the transferred pupil should be accessible.

C3. THERMAL FIXES TO SI'S

- May be attractive in individual cases, but thermal control is usually more difficult

than more conventional optical means.

C4. MODIFY _4FFPC II SECONDARY MIRRORS

- A simple and reliable means of correcting the spherical aberration.

- Weakness of fix of one instrument in direct imaging mode but upgraded by C1, C2,

or C3 combined with instrument fixes in Group B.

C5, C6, C7. MODIFICATION OF THE FOC

- Various reasonable internal possibilities.

- Weakness that spectroscopic and coronograph modes are not corrected - only appli-

cable to direct imaging.

- Group B solution with C1, C2 or C3 would be preferable.

C8. NICMOS INTERNAL CORRECTOR

- Satisfactory solution seems available.

C9. STIS INTERNAL CORRECTOR

- Satisfactory solution seems available.

• Group D: Masking - reduction of aperture but maintaining full field

D1. APERTURE MASKING

- By sacrificing about half the aperture, the spherical aberration effect might be reduced

to about a quarter.

- The masks might shift the pupil to their own plane above the telescope. If so, the stop-

shift term (Ypr/Y) would be similar to option A5 and the field coma may not be neg-
ligible, depending on the effective aperture.



D2.APERTUREDOORVIGNETFING
- By masking on one side, the pupil is sheared and the spherical aberration can be re-

duced by compensating with a decentering coma term (independent of the field) by

translating the secondary.

- Asymmetric masking should not shift the pupil but the masking compensation will

then vary somewhat with field.

D3. HALO BAFFLE AT INDIVIDUAL SIs

- Whereas D1 and D2 do masking at, or near, the pupil, this masks in front of the im-

age caustic and removes the "wings" of the image directly. The corresponding pupil
area is removed.
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APERTUREMASKING

THE HST STRATEGYPANELEXAMINEDAPERTUREMASKINGas an entirely different option for

addressing spherical aberration. By selectively removing light rays from the telescope

beam, it is possible to improve the PSF considerably for crowded field imaging and

spectroscopy, increasing photometric accuracy and reducing source confusion. Poten-

tially, aperture masking could be a low cost and risk, fail-safe, and low-technology op-

tion, which could be tailored to favor imaging or spectroscopy and even offer super-

resolution in the FOC. However, the Panel concluded that aperture masking, while it

improved the current situation, especially in crowded fields, was inadequate as a re-

covery option. Nevertheless, its low cost and minimal technology complication make it

an attractive method, especially as a backup or insurance policy. For this reason, the

aperture masking method was described in our final oral presentation as a "prudent

option."

In addition to implementation concerns, such as the question of how astronauts might

mount the aperture mask in a region of the telescope assembly never envisioned for the

task, the Panel recognizes potential problems with earthshine scattering and negative

effects on FGS performance. Nevertheless, the Panel's look at aperture masking has

sufficient general interest to warrant this brief tutorial.

BASICS

An essential feature of a mirror suffering from spherical aberration is that only the light

from some annular region on its surface can be focused at the image plane. The central

bright peak of the current HST PSF is made by this annular region. The remainder of

Aperture Mask
(Umbrella)

Figure 1.One idea for how an aperture
mask could be mounted on the HST,

the primary is defocused and causes a large

background to the diffraction limited signal.

Moreover, it also causes destructive interfer-

ence with the light coming from the focused

region and further attenuates the signal. Ap-

erture masking can selectively transmit light

in focus and remove light out of focus.

Even in the absence of aberrations, an an-

nular aperture has its own advantage over a

fully filled aperture. From the point of view

of interferometric imaging, an annular aper-

ture forms a uniformly redundant array. In

the parlance of Fourier optics, the u-v cover-

age provided by an annulus uniformly fills

the circle of radius D/K as opposed to that of

a filled pupil, which heavily weights the

lowest spatial frequencies. (D is the diameter

of the aperture; K is the wavelength of light.)

For aperture synthesis imaging, this u-v cov-

erage is almost ideal. A consequence of this
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difference in weighting is that the central peak of the PSF of a thin annular aperture is

about 30% narrower than that of a filled aperture of the same maximum extent.

In applying a non-linear deconvolution algorithm (e.g., CLEAN), it is essential to have

a PSF with a pointed central core, which effectively determines the resolution. Thus

annular masking is a way to achieve super resolution. One may worry about the rela-

tively large higher order sidelobes that characterize narrow annular apertures--however

these fringes also carry source information and do not do much harm as long as

deconvolution is applied later.

SPHERICAL ABERRATION AND COLLECTION AREA

We now consider the limitation on the annular mask design set by the spherical aberra-

tion and derive the range of inner and outer radii for a given magnitude of aberration

and some specified tolerance level. Dimensionless quantities are used throughout the

calculation. The starting point is the formula for the orthogonal spherical aberration qb

for an annular region on the primary measured in units of wavelength. For a given

annulus specified by inner fractional radius cz and outer fractional radius ]3, the or-

thogonal aberration is a function of the fractional radius p. When the spherical aberra-

tion of the primary mirror is given by Ap 4, the difference between the aberrated

wavefront and the best approximate paraboloid (orthogonal aberration _) is,

¢ (pxz,_) = a [p4 - (ot2+_2)p2 + _-_(z4+40_2_2+_4)!J

= A[( 02 - (°t22_2)t2- _ _2-o_2)q.

This expression is obtained by a trivial modification of the spherical aberration formula

for a telescope with central obscuration, which is another annulus. As evident from the

second line of the above expression, 1¢ 1 takes the maximum value, IA I(]32-et2)2/6 at the

boundaries, p = ¢zor _. This maximum value is exactly _/5 times the rms wave front er-

ror. If we require that T_ I is smaller than t waves,

J([32-R2)2<t,

and

This criterion is directly related to the usable fractional collecting area (_2-0_2)/(1-_2),

where e is the fractional radius at the inner useful edge of the primary mirror. For the

HST, _ = 0.33. Therefore the spherical aberration of the primary mirror restricts the sen-

sitivity of annular masking (collecting area), but it does not impose any restriction on

resolution (where to choose an annulus on the primary). It should also be noted that the

wavefront error is proportional to the square of the collecting area.
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AN OPTIMIZEDMASK
Thermswavefronterrorfor theHSTprimarymirror isaboutone-halfofawave.Tak-
ing intoaccountthecentralobscuration,weobtainavalueof8.4for A,usingthestan-
dardformulafor thermserror.ForRayleigh'scriterion,wheret = 1/4, wehave

([32-c_2)< 0.42

(_2-R2)/(1--E2) < 0.47.

Thus, 47% of the collecting area should be usable, and we are allowed to choose either

0_or [3to achieve the given maximum collecting area. Thus the type of mask can range

from the highest resolution mask ([3-- 1, a -- 0.76), which has the most compact core in

its PSF, to the most telescope-like mask (a = e, 1_= 0.72), which does not have strong

sidelobes. If we impose a stricter criterion, for example demanding that the maximum

wavefront deviation be no more than 1/14 waves, then

(_2-0_2) < 0.23

(_2-0{2)/(1-E 2) < 0.26,

so that, in this case, the annulus parameters range from (13= 1, 0_= 0.87) to (¢_= _, [3 = 0.58).

In conclusion, the HST image can again be made diffraction limited by the use of

aperture masking, but at the cost of rejecting so much light that the efficiency of the

spacecraft would be significantly lowered. The loss would be more severe at shorter

wavelengths. Nevertheless, for some studies like crowded-field observations, aperture

masking would improve HST science performance over the current level.
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POINTINGISSUES

1 ORIGINAL DESIGN REQUIREMENTS REGARDING POINTING STABILITY

W1THTHEIMAGEQUALIFYspecified at 70% of the total energy of a stellar image in radius

0.1 arcsec, the allowance for image stability was set at 0.007 arcsec and was budgeted to

the different systems as follows:

Guiding system (PCS/FGS) and mechanical disturbances

within the support system (reaction wheels, solar arrays,

antenna, tape recorders): 0.006 arcsec

OTA, FGS thermal/mechanical disturbances: 0.003 arcsec

SI thermal/mechanical disturbances: 0.002 arcsec

Total (combined by root mean square): 0.007 arcsec

This image stability requirement was to be applicable over a 24-hour period, but ex-
cluded the first 4 hours after a worst-case slew.

2 DESCRIPTION OF THE GUIDING SYSTEM

HST's attitude is determined on board using a variety of sources: coarse sun sensors,

magnetic sensors, fixed head star trackers (FHST), gyroscopes, and fine guiding track-

ers. During observations, however, fine guiding relies solely on the gyroscopes, with a

periodic position update supplied by two FGSs tracking two guide stars in the field of

view of the telescope. Guiding corrections are applied to the entire spacecraft ("body

pointing concept") by varying the speed of spinning flywheels (reaction wheels).

The FGSs have two operational modes: "coarse track", based on an image scanning

system, and "fine lock", based on an interferometric system. As designed, only fine lock

was to provide the image stability budget indicated above. Coarse track was consid-

ered an intermediate step in the acquisition sequence or a degraded guiding mode for

non-demanding observation or as a backup. As an additional backup, guiding can be

done with one FGS for pitch and yaw control and one FHST for roll control, or entirely

with gyros.

2.1 GUIDE STAR ACQUISITION PROCEDURE

A typical guide star acquisition scenario begins with a slew of the telescope to the pre-

determined field, usually followed by an FHST update to refine the attitude. Residual

attitude errors are on the order of 10 arcsec. One FGS starts searching for the first guide

star, using a spiral search pattern with a 5 arcmin square aperture. Upon finding a star

of the correct brightness, it stops and tracks that star in coarse track mode, and the other

FGS searches for its guide star. When the second star is found, their relative positions

provide the final confirmation of attitude. If confirmation is not obtained, the search

resumes. If confirmation is obtained, the two FGSs start tracking in coarse track if this is

the final desired mode, or attempt to lock on the star in interferometric mode (fine lock),

if the ultimate tracking performance is required. If this process fails because any one of

the two guide stars cannot be found or tracked on, a second attempt is made on a differ-

ent pair of guide stars. Up to three pairs can be uplinked. The acquisition cycle typically

takes about three minutes per pair of guide stars.
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2.2 COARSE TRACK MODE

In this mode, the instantaneous field of view of the FGS (a 5 arcsec x 5 arcsec aperture)

is commanded to nutate, or move in a circle, around the guide star at the rate of one

revolution per second, with a modifiable radius of about 2.7 arcsec. The intensity collected

in the aperture is measured by a photomultiplier tube (PMT) at 40 Hz rate. These intensity

values are summed in the four quadrants of the nutation (10 for each quadrant) to ob-

tain the star position error signal in two perpendicular directions, as in the traditional

"4-quadrant detector" concept.

The coarse track mode is very robust but has a limited accuracy. Pre-launch predic-

tions were for around 20 mas for a 14.5 m v star.

Figure I shows the coarse track mode as seen in the PMT/aperture frame. The guide

star is rotated at I revolution per second, and intensity is measured in the four quadrants.
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Figure 1: Coarse track mode

2.3 FINE LOCK

In this mode, the collimated light of the guide star is split in two perpendicular direc-

tions by a beam splitter, and wavefront tilts in each direction are measured using a

Koester prism interferometer.

A Koester prism consists of two halves of an equilateral prism, with a dielectric film
sandwiched between the two. The incident beam is divided into two channels and the

dielectric coating retards the transmitted beam by X/4, while the reflected light is not

affected. Intensity in each of the two channels is measured by PMTs (four in all, two for

each measurement direction). Figure 2 shows two situations. On the left, the guide star

is perfectly centered and there is no tilt in the wavefront, thus each PMT senses the same

amount of light. On the right the wavefront has a total of X/4 tilt as it hits the prism. The

wavefront which is transmitted is retarded by _/4, while the reflected one is unaf-

fected. The left channel, A, will experience constructive interference, and the right

channel, B, destructive interference, resulting in a greater count in the left PMT than in

the right one. The position error signal is formed by combining and normalizing the

intensity in the two channels ((A-B)/(A+B)). The resulting white light fringe (S-curve)

has a visibility of 0.7 for a peak-to-peak separation of 43 mas, the diffraction limit of the

telescope at visible wavelengths.
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Figure 2: Fine lock mode

The advantage of fine lock is its insensitivity to focus and its high error signal gain.

However, unlike coarse track, fine lock has a fairly limited dynamic range (about 80 mas).

As a result, fine lock is very sensitive to vehicle jitter• Disturbances can throw the sys-

tem out in the S-curve aprons where the error signal is not sufficient to bring it back into

the null. In addition, the fringe visibility is strongly affected by the presence of binaries

with angular separations on the order of the telescope resolution•

Figure 3 shows the theoretical transfer functions of the coarse track and fine lock

modes. Also shown for reference is the transfer function of an ideal 4-quadrant detector

system. The coarse track and 4-quadrant detector curves assume diffraction limited im-

ages• Fine lock (interferometric) and the 4-quadrant detector system both achieve the

ultimate gain at the null. The lesser gain of the coarse track mode is due to the mode

used to "scan" the image. In the nutation system, the intensity in each quadrant of the

aperture is not a pure measure of the intensity in the corresponding quadrant of the

image, but is contaminated by that of the other image quadrants. A nutation system

would approach the gain of a 4-quadrant system for a nutation radius equal to the di-

agonal of the square aperture, but it would greatly lose in efficiency.

2.4 PCS/FGS INTERFACE

In both the coarse track and fine lock

modes the error signal is fed into the

FGS control system in order to
maintain the star at the null of the

transfer functions. In other words,

the FGSs are always tracking the

guide stars independently of what
the vehicle does. The FGS control

loop operates at 40 Hz. The telescope

positional error detected by the FGS

is fed into the spacecraft PCS to cor-
rect its attitude. This correction is

updated at the rate of I Hz.
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3 CURRENT PERFORMANCE OF

THE GUIDING SYSTEM

Coarse track is much worse than

predicted because spherical aberra-

tion degrades the image (Figure 4).

However, the system is still using

settings based on a diffraction limited

image and tuning it up should sig-

nificantly improve its performance.

Simulations show, for example,

that the gain should be reduced by a

factor of 2 for the degraded image

(Figure 4).

In fine lock, tracking is within

specifications (3 mas rms) during

quiescent periods, and is essentially

magnitude independent. However,

fine lock cannot be reliably obtained

with the full aperture due to the low

visibility of the S-curves. Use of the

pupil stop (2/3 full aperture) is

mandatory on an operational basis.

This need is very likely explained by

residual aberrations in the system as

exemplified by Figure 6. Whether
these residual aberrations are due to

still imperfect alignment of the tele-

scope or to secondary effects of the

spherical aberration in the FGS optics
is still unclear at this time. The inter-

ferometric system used in the fine

lock mode is, in theory, unaffected by

axisymmetric components of the

wavefront such as focus and spheri-

cal aberration, but the spherical ab-

errati0n of the teIescope could pos-

sibly amplify misalignment effects in
the FGSs.

A consequence of the fringe vis-

ibility degradation and of the neces-

silt of stopping down the pupil is to

limit fine lock to stars brighter than

13 to 13.5 rnv,

Figure 5 shows a typical S-curve

for bright (9.58 m v) and faint stars

(14.82 n%.). Both are taken with the

pupil stop in. Note the low visibility
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Figure 4: Simulated coarse track performance
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Full Aperture with/wo coma
1.0

and the double hump in the case of

the bright star even with the pupil

stop in, and the very low visibility

compared to noise for the faint star.

Figure 6 shows the effect of coma

on the S-curve with or without the

2/3 pupil stop in. Minimal amounts

of aberration strongly degrade the S-

curve visibility with the full pupil.

Fringe visibility is almost unaffected

by aberrations when the pupil stop is

in. Similar curves are obtained for

astigmatism.

An unrelated problem of the cur-

rent guiding performance is the

strong jitter and loss of lock induced

by the day/night transitions. During

the passage of orbital day to orbital

night or vice versa, thermal shocks in

the solar arrays create oscillations in

the vehicle (Figure 7) which cannot be

compensated by the PCS, and which

almost systematically produce loss of

lock when faint guide stars are used.

Coarse track with its large dynamic

range is unaffected.

Figure 7 shows a typical day/

night transition with oscillations of

100 mas, inducing loss of lock. Re-

covery is usually obtained within

about 5 minutes.

4 PROSPECTS FOR IMPROVE-

MENT

An active program is currently under

way to seek means of returning the

guiding capability to values close to

the pre-launch expectations. Areas

under study include:

- improving coarse track by adjust-

ing the gain

- improving fine lock robustness

and ability to lock on faint stars by

adjusting walk-down parameters

and averaging time
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- reducing the effect of day/night transitions by tightening the PCS loop

- reducing residual aberrations by refining the alignment of the telescope optics.



5 GUIDE STAR AVAILABILITY

The HST guiding system had been

designed to operate on stars down to

14.5 m v in order to ensure an 85%

probability of finding guide stars at

the galactic pole. Figure 8 gives the

density of guide stars per FGS field

of view as a function of magnitude

and Figures 9 and 10 show the effect
of various star densities on the abil-

ity to find guide stars for a typical
axial instrument (HRS) and the

WFPC. The axial Sis (which have

their aperture off-axis) greatly ben-

efit from rolling the spacecraft

around the desired target. This en-

Guide Star Densities
from Operational Guide Star Catalog
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Figure 8: Guide star density vs. magnitude
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larges the total area available within the FGS fields of view, thus increasing the number

of possible guide stars. This is not the case for the WFPC, which is essentially on axis.

Table 1 shows the effect of lhniting the guide stars to 13.5 m v as opposed to 14.5 m v for

the axial instrument and the WFPC. The impact on the axial instruments is negligible.

However, sky coverage for the WFPC is limited to galactic latitudes below 30 degrees.

With no improvements, most WFPC pointings at higher latitudes will utilize coarse track

and suffer some guiding degradation.
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Figure 9: HRS acquisition probability
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Figure t0: WFPCacquisition probability
versus guide star density

1 pair 2 pairs

FOC, HRS, HSP, FOS 100% 80%

WFPC 75% 25%

Table 1. Probability of finding guide stars at galactic
latitude >30 ° (Because of binaries, 2 pairs are normally

required to ensure a good probability of fine lock).



SHUTTLESERVICINGOFHST

THE SPACESHu'vrLE PROGRAMis the only capability in the world for on-orbit maintenance

or retrieval of satellites. This is rightfully a source of national pride, and its use for a

successful on-orbit fix of the HST spherical aberration problem would be an interna-

tionally recognised accomplishment.

The HST Strategy Panel has focused on options for the first HST maintenance mis-

sion, which has been scheduled for June 1993 since before the HST launch in April 1990.

Even though the HST was designed from the outset to be serviced by astronauts in or-

bit, in "casting its net widely" the Panel identified many options that lay outside existing

servicing concepts. Because the Space Shuttle Program is rigorous and exacting as re-

gards approving and planning missions, as indeed it must be, the Panel has attempted

to evaluate its options according to compatibility with the existing Shuttle program.

Below is a tutorial, followed by a division of the identified options into broad categories

of feasibility based on servicing capabilities.

The payload handling capabilities of the Shuttle are as follows. The Payload Bay is

18.3 m in length and 4.6 m diameter, with a mass capacity in excess of 24,500 kg. The

crew can operate payload latches and umbilical mechanisms electrically from inside the

crew module. Currently, they can deploy, retrieve, and handle payloads using aids such

as the Remote Manipulator System (RMS), and a variety of "dexterous" teleoperators

and semi-autonomous robots are under development. Specialized servicing equipment

also exists, such as the Flight Servicing System (FSS) for supporting the HST with its aft

end in the rear of the Payload Bay. Finally, and of great importance for HST, astronauts

can work manually on payloads by means of EVA.

There have been past demonstrations of the Shuttle capability to service payloads in

orbit. The Solar Maximum Observatory was repaired on mission STS-41C. Astronauts

replaced the Modular Attitude Control System and Coronagraph/Polarimeter main

electronics box, both of which had failed, and installed a shield over the Soft X-ray

Polychrometer propane vent port. On mission STS-51A, two satellites, Westar-VI and

Palapa-B2, were retrieved from useless orbits, returned to earth, and subsequently re-

launched on expendable launch vehicles (ELVs). On STS-51L, the SYNCOM IV-3 satel-

lite, an electrical dud, was activated by installing additional electronics that enabled the

motor to fire and operations to commence. On STS-50, the first flight of the new Space

Shuttle Endeavor, astronauts will attach a new solid rocket motor to INTELSAT-VI F3,

which is currently stranded in a low orbit due to incorrect separation circuit wiring on
the initial ELV launch.

The singular aspect of the earth-orbital environment is the absence of perceptible

relative acceleration--"Zero-g." This is due to the cancellation of the gravitational force

by an equal and opposite centrifugal force due to the orbital motion. It is a sort of "eter-

nal free fall" situation. Weightlessness is readily observed, but freedom from gravita-

tional/centrifugal field-induced torques is strictly true only for point masses and other

specific classes of mass distributions. Such torques are, however, sufficiently low to

present little problem in servicing an object as large as HST. Aerodynamic drag and

torque effects exist but are generally insignificant on the time scale of a maintenance
mission.

Zero-g makes the handling of large masses feasible without cranes, forklifts,
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workstands, or similar devices. Inertia, however, is not affected, so consideration must

still be given to initiating and terminating relative movement. A specific troublesome

instance of this is the set of requirements on RMS "runaway" loads for payload-attached

grapple fixtures. These requirements are derived from the "worst case" forces and

torques that could be developed by an RMS that began moving without control--

"runaway'--while handling a massive payload. For example, the requirement to be

met is 1200 ft-lbs of torque about the grapple fixture probe axis. These requirements may

be severe design constraints for smaller, less massive items unless the requirement is

waived.

This same phenomenon of zero net gravity means that a crew member cannot "stand"
in the conventional sense of the word but needs restraint. If not tethered or mechani-

cally attached to something such as a foot restraint, he will float away. The same state-

ment, of course, applies to tools and equipment; such items cannot be 'qaid down"

without floating away but must be tethered to guard against inadvertent loss. Usually,

this is accomplished by fitting the item with Velcro or by using special holders.
Five NASA career astronauts constitute the minimum Shuttle crew. Their activities

divide broadly into two categories: Intra-vehicular (IV) or "inside" activities and EVAs.

WAs include vehicle operations, malfunction analysis and mitigation, housekeeping,

RMS and other payload unique operations, and EVA support. During an EVA one "in-

side" crew member is designated as "IV-I." For scenarios including RMS usage, IV-1 is

generally either the commander or pilot, and varies from crew to crew. This individual

trains with the designated EV crew members and functions on-orbit as valet, safety

monitor, procedure reader, and documentary photographer. EVAs include all crew

activities in an ambient pressure too low to sustain human life.

There are many constraints and limiting factors on EVAs to be considered. The first

is time. Each EVA provides a 6-hour block of time in which two crew members are

available for payload related tasks. "Time at vacuum" is limited by consumables, with

LiOH (for carbon dioxide removal), being the most inflexible. LiOH capacity is equiva-

lent to a specific number of metabolic BTU's developed by the using crew member, and

the temporal capacity can be extended somewhat by easing the physical load on that

person, or at least by equalizing the workload between the two EVA crew members.

Sublimator water (for cooling) and primary oxygen can be replenished during an EVA

by means of the umbilicals in the Airlock. Battery energy can be conserved, but not

recharged, by connecting to the same umbilical during a period of inactivity.

A maximum of two scheduled EVAs per mission are permitted unless additional

crew members and/or equipment are carried. The capabilities for an additional

unscheduled payload EVA, and for an Orbiter contingency EVA are also provided. The

first EVA may be scheduled no earlier than the third day after launch (FD4) without a

waiver. The concern is over crew recovery from Space Adaptation Syndrome. The last

EVA may be scheduled no later than the second day before planned de-orbit. The day

before de-orbit is reserved for Orbiter stowage and a contingency EVA, if required.

The pressure suit/life support system demanded by the space environment is an

encumbrance. Although continually improving, the gloves significantly reduce tactile

feedback, limit dexterity somewhat, and accelerate hand fatigue. The helmet is rigidly

locked onto the hard upper torso of the suit and constrains the head from looking sig-

nificantly upwards, which severely limits the capability for over-head work. The joints

in the suit limit the effective two-handed work envelope to a volume about the size of a



smallbeachball in front of one'schest.Thebulkof thesuitdictatesa43inchdiameter
cleartranslationpath,with reductionsevaluatedonacasebycasebasis;e.g., the Orbiter

40 inch diameter hatch. Prolonged rotary motion of simple hand tools is difficult, call-

ing for ratcheting or power tools.

With regard to adhesives and taping, any bonding operations with graphite-rein-

forced epoxy composites would require qualification of an epoxy that could be mixed

and cured in vacuum. Some success was had in developing a room temperature vulca-

nizing (RTV) material for use in the on-orbit repair of the Orbiter thermal protection

system files. Only a few tapes are known that can be handled and applied in vacuum

and develop any significant adhesion. The historical best is a Kapton tape, used on the

Solar Maximum Repair Mission, but even it developed less adhesion than when applied

at sea level. When tested in a thermal vacuum chamber at Johnson Space Center (JSC),

the "black MLI" tape used on the HST Focal Plane Structure insulation did not adhere

well at all.

The Soviets have demonstrated a hand held electron beam welder during EVA,

though it is not known to have been used operationally. "Vacuum welding" is theoreti-

cally possible but has not been encountered in manned spaceflight.

With respect to astronaut translation, handrails support access to most planned

worksites on the Orbiter and HST. The manipulator foot restraint (MFR) is a work plat-

form that is grappled by the RMS and allows a crew member to be positioned by it. The

Manned Maneuvering Unit (MMU) provides free flight capabilities within 100 m of

orbiter, but is not currently carried on HST missions. No "soaring" is permitted due to

concern that a "miss" might lead to a broken safety tether and a "man overboard."
• • • * I " nlWorkslte restraints prowde for both hands to be free for effective work. 'Reactio ess

tools" were rejected long ago in favor of restraining crew member adequately to react

against the tool torques. MFRs, portable foot restraints (PFRs), tethers, and unique re-

straining devices are all available. Velcro "sheds" and thus is a potential source of

contamination, but it works very well in vacuum. Use of one crew member to hold the

other does not work well at all and is inefficient. Very small quantifies of magnetic

materials were used in construction of orbiter and HST, so magnets are useless for re-

straint.

Safety-related issues include, first, "sharp edges." There are explicit requirements on

the minimum radii for two- and three-planar corners, on minimum thickness of sheet

metal edges, etc. Most of the foregoing can be waived or inspected to the equivalent of

"good shop practices." Projecting ends of safety wire could puncture a suit and must

be dressed back in such a manner as to prevent contact with any part of the pressure

suit. Projecting screws could snag a suit and must either be capped with an "acorn" nut,

cut off flush, or blunted with a glob of epoxy. All EVA-accessible areas on the HST have

been inspected and accepted as safe. However, the interior of the Forward Light Shield

has not been addressed. The radially projecting edges of the baffle assemblies would

need particular scrutiny if an EVA into this volume is required, both from the standpoint

of crew safety and from concerns about chipping off black paint as a result of inadvertent

contact. A preliminary look at specifications for the baffle edges shows an approximate

radius of 0.005 inches, after painting, while the EVA requirements stipulate that any

sheets thinner than 0.02 inches must have rolled or curled edges. The underlying alu-

minum fin itself has an edge thickness of only 0.002 inches.

Tethers for personnel and tools are key safety items. Since the Space Shuttle pres-
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sure suit does not employ an umbilical while working outside of the airlock, a 16.7 m

self-tending safety tether system is provided for each EVA astronaut. This links him or

her to a slider on one of two dedicated cables, along the port and starboard payload bay

door hinge lines. Although the safety tethers can be disconnected at either end, in prac-

tice they are used at all times except when flying the MMU or occupying the MFR. Ad-

ditionally, each EVA crew member is provided an additional 0.86 m long waist tether

for use in helping to hold position at a worksite, or in connecting to relatively large loose
items.

All loose items must be positively tethered at all times to prevent loss by drifting

away. Each EVA crew member has one or more of the wrist tethers used for this pur-

pose. Each item of loose equipment is required to provide a suitable means for connec-

tion of a tether hook, although not necessarily on an exclusive basis. Many tools are

stowed on "tool boards," and tethered thereto with tiny serf-retracting tethers. The boards

may be installed either on the MFR or on a crew man's chest-mounted "mini-work

station." There is also a "self-tethering connection system" employed in colffiguring
items such as socket wrench assemblies.

The sun introduces thermal safety concerns. The Sis have individual, tight constraints

against direct impingement of sunlight on their (black) surfaces to guard against

overheating. This necessitates selecting an Orbiter attitude that will allow the entire SI

changeout process to take place "in a shadow." Owing to the low temperature at which

the MLI in the Support Systems Module (SSM) equipment bays was baked out (about

130 degrees Fahrenheit), these bays are also constrained against the impingement of

direct sunlight on their interiors. If this constraint is violated, additional volatile mate-

rials may be driven off, with the possibility of re-condensing elsewhere on the HST and

causing a problem.

On the day side of the orbit there is enough light scattered into shadowed areas to

work comfortably. On the night side, numerous sources of artificial illumination are

available. There are six flood lights mounted along the bottom of the payload bay, and

a seventh on the forward bulkhead aimed aft. Tile RMS end effector carries a floodlight

that is usable when the MFR is not employed. Each EVA crew member has two small

battery-operated, helmet-mounted light assemblies. The HST itself has 28 v.d.c, outlets

provided for a portable worklight assembly, which is a 50 watt aircraft type floodlight

gimbal-mounted to an EVA clamp assembly. If required, flashlights could be provided,
too.

Training is a critical aspect of preparing for any mission to service HST. There is no

single "perfect" facility for the simulation on earth of the weightless EVA. Parabolic flight

in the KC-135 aircraft provides true free fall conditions, but only for a maximum duration

of about 45 seconds--and followed by a two-g pullout! The size and weight of the test

set-up is limited by aircraft constraints, and the coordinate (aircraft) reference flame

rotates through about ninety degrees as the "push over" parabola is executed. All things

considered, the underwater neutral buoyancy technique is the most satisfactory train-

ing facility, however. Large, massive mockups can be used, and the duration of the "run"

is limited only by the endurance of the support divers. Such operations may be inter-

connected with other facilities by television and voice communications links for inte-

grated simulations, although some of the results have been disappointing. On the

negative side, the water exhibits viscous drag on moving objects; it is difficult or im-

possible to ballast small dense items such as tools neutrally; test hardware is subject to



corrosionorotherwaterdamage;functionalelectricalitemsmustbespeciallyprotected;
andthecrewmemberisnot"weightless"within the pressure suit. Facilities exist at the

JSC (WETF = Weightless Environment Training Facility: 10 x 24 x 7.6 m deep), the

Marshall Space Flight Center (NBF = Neutral Buoyancy Facility: 23 m diameter x 12.2

m deep), and McDonnell-Douglas (Huntington Beach). A new very large facility (NBL

-- Neutral Buoyancy Laboratory: 41 x 72 x 18 m deep) is planned at JSC in support of

Space Station Freedom development.

SI changeout can be broken down into two categories: those of axial and of radial

Sis. The axial SI changeouts are all virtually identical; the only differences arise from the

existence of "right-" and "left-handed" configurations and the potential use of cryogenic

gas vent ports by future advanced instruments. At a summary level, the following steps

are involved in an axial SI changeout once the HST is situated on the FSS.

1. Open the appropriate pair of Aft Shroud access doors.

2. Disconnect wingtab electrical connectors (4), ground strap, and pre-launch purge
hose.

3. Open "A" and "B" latches using ratchet (or power) socket wrench and MFR.

4. Using handles on SI and working from the MFR, slide the SI towards the aft (V1 =

100) bulkhead and then extract it from the Aft Shroud.

5. Temporarily stow the removed SI while extracting the replacement unit from its

protective enclosure.

6. Reverse the above procedure to install the new SI, using microswitch controlled

indicator lights to verify seating in the latches and specific torque values when

closing them.

Radial Sis include the WFPC and the FGS's (3). FGS changeout shares some func-

tional attributes from both the axial and WFPC scenarios, but will not be further de-

scribed herein. WFPC changeout proceeds through the following summary steps.

1. Attach handhold plate/radiator protector using four bolts.

2. Release ganged electrical connectors using socket wrench on the single drive shaft.

3. Disconnect ground strap.

4. Release the "A" latch using socket wrench.

5. Extract the old WFPC using the MFR and stow temporarily.

6. Remove the new WFPC from its protective enclosure and remove the pickoff mir-

ror protective cover.

7. Insert the new WFPC into the radial bay and reverse the above steps, torquing the

latch and the ganged connector drive shaft to specified levels. Microswitch driven

status lights may be observed through either of the +V2 bay doors.

It is evident from the foregoing that a significant investment in time and money has

already been made in designing hardware, building mockups, validating the design,

and developing procedures for the changeout of standardized axial and radial bay

modules. Thus, any option that mimics one of the standard modules has several major

advantages. Development of the optical portion of the "fix" may begin immediately with

confidence that the interfaces are well defined. The approach will be acceptable to the

servicing mission crew representatives on the basis of similarity, eliminating the need

for an urgent mockup-supported feasibility evaluation. Crew training may be planned

to be routine and to follow standard scheduling templates.
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If a new procedures or tools were envisioned for the HST repair mission, simula-

tions for development testing should begin as soon as possible. This would maximize

the development time and allow recovery if a "show stopper" were to be encountered.

It would also yield greater maturity at the various management reviews dealing with

mission manifesting, safety, and so forth. Such testing and development can be con-

ducted anywhere; historically much of the HST work was accomplished in the MSFC

Neutral Buoyancy Facility. Training hardware, specifically including mockups for un-

derwater use, must be delivered to JSC by Launch minus 12 months. Virtually all train-

ing is conducted at JSC. Owing to other priorities on WETF utilization, mission-specific

underwater training typically does not begin in earnest until Launch minus 6 months.

There is an understandable conservatism in NASA management regarding new

missions, especially near-term, manned missions accompanied with new requirements

and intense media attention, such as a repair mission for HST. Obviously, crew safety is

sensitive factor. For example, the longer it has been since the last actual EVA the greater

is the managemenbperceived risk. That there is some increase in risk over staying in-

side the pressurized cabin is indisputable, but the participants generally are more con-

fident. By the time of the next scheduled EVA (STS-37, Secondary Objective on the

Gamma Ray Observatory Deployment Mission, scheduled for April or May, 1991), it

will have been well over five years since a U.S. EVA. EVA will certainly be allowed on

an HST M&R mission, since it is required, but mission rules may be more conservative

than if EVAs had been more common recently.

In any Shuttle servicing mission, there are inherent risks to the payload. There is al-

ways a "safety of flight" requirement on the Orbiter that it be capable of performing an

emergency de-orbit burn within 20 minutes of sustaining an imminently life-threaten-

ing event, such as a large hole in the cabin pressure shell. If this should happen between

EVAs, the HST would be unceremoniously redeployed in order to allow the payload

bay doors to be closed. On a lesser scale, a major failure in a pressure suit or life support

system could obviously require interruption of work at almost any point in the main-

tenance scenario. A spare suit/life support system is carried on all missions with

scheduled EVA; however, there is a good probability of recovering from this latter type

of failure. Even without unexpected departures from the planned timeline, there is little

time for checking out completed work. About 36 hours is allowed between consecu-

tively scheduled EVAs. The HST re-deployment would probably be accomplished near

the end of, but during, the last scheduled EVA in order that EVA support is on hand for

latch and umbilical disengagement support without requiring another EVA. The HST

aperture door would not be re-opened until about 45 hours after re-deployment due to
contamination concerns.
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EVA FEASIBILITYASSESSMENT

1.WITHINBASELINECAPABILITY.
_ON: The associated EVA procedures and tools are already in existence. Some

astronauts have trained on or have experience with them. Where specific ORUs are

involved, these have internal upgrades or very minor external differences, by means of

which the improvement in HST performance is obtained. Within each category, options

are listed roughly in descending order of attractiveness from an EVA feasibility

standpoint. Endnotes are indicated by "(n:#)."

B h Single Refractive Corrector for Individual Sis (n: 1)
B2: Double Refractive Corrector for Individual Sis (n: 1)

B3: Two-Mirror Reflective Corrector for Individual Sis (n: 1)

B4: Double-Cassegrain Relay for Individual Sis (n: 1)

D3: Halo Baffle at Individual Sis (n: 1)

Ch FGS II (n:2)
C2: Modification of FGS I (on Ground) (n:2)

C4: Modify WFPC II Secondary Mirrors (n:2)

C7: Modification of FOC: Change of Optical Head Unit (on Ground) (n:2)

C8. NICMOS Internal Corrector (n:2)

C9: STIS Internal Corrector (n.'2)

###: "COSTAR" (n:2)

###: Use of Space Hab for Upgrade of FOC (n:2 and 5)

2. MODEST EXTENSION OF CAPABILITIES.

DEFINITION:Although the full suite of tools and procedures required for the accomplish-

ment of these options have not been developed, many existing tools and pieces of cur-

rent procedures would be applicable. Development of the balance of these items ap-

pears straightforward based on past on-orbit experience, and there appears to be little

risk from the crew operations standpoint that these options could not be successfully

completed.

D 1: Aperture Masking

A5: Full Aperture Correction Flat

A6: Gas-Filled Correction Lens (n:3)

A4: Full Aperture Correction Plate (n:3) -

A3: Overcoating the Primary Mirror (Evaporators outboard of SM) (n:3)

3. INVOLVED/MODERATE RISK.

_ON: These options represent extension of ctLrrent capabilities into "new territory."

There have been insufficient resources within the scope of the HST Strategy Panel to

evaluate these options to the depth required for a full assessment of the difficulty involved

or the ramifications of undertaking any of them. Accordingly, a moderate programmatic

or technical risk to the successful completion was assigned at this stage of maturity.

A 11: Three Aspheric Plates in Central Baffle (n:4)

A 12. Double Cassegrain Relay in Central Baffle (n:4)

C5: Modification of FOC: Refractor in Upper Channel (n:5)
C6: Modification of FOC: Refractor near Exit Pupil (n:5)

###: FOC: Replacement of Filter Wheels (n:5)



4. VERY DIFFICULT/HIGH RISK.

DEFINITION:In addition to delving far into "new territory," this group of options requires

either that one EVA crew member physically position himself between the primary and

secondary mirrors and complete exacting tasks within this very restricted, poorly illu-

minated, work space or that an elaborate set of tools or teleoperated devices be devel-

oped on a tight schedule for the remote accomplishment of these same tasks. In the former

case, very significant crew safety issues must be resolved, and methods developed to

protect the HST optics from contamination. Very significant technical and programmatic

risks also appear to be associated with these options.

A3: Overcoating the Primary Mirror (by evaporators between SM and PM)

A 7. Secondary Mirror Replacement

A8: Secondary Mirror Reconfiguration of HST to f/13.25 Ritchey Chretien

A9: Secondary Mirror Replacement and 2-Plate Corrector in Central Baffle
A 10: 1-Plate Corrector on Secondary Mirror and 2-Plate Corrector in Stovepipe

5. VIRTUALLY IMPOSSIBLFJVERY HIGH RISK.

DEFINTFION:At the current stage of maturity there does not appear to be any way of ac-

complishing these options on-orbit within known constraints, or there appears to be such

a high risk of failure and of degradation of the HST from its current capabilities as to be

not worthy of further investigation.
A2: Thermal Deformation of Primary Mirror (by additional heaters installed on-orbit) (n:6)

A 1: Mechanical Deformation of Primary Mirror (by inflatable ring installed on-orbit) (n:6)

6. EVA NOT INVOLVED.

DEFINITION:These options require no direct crew involvement, and can be exercised from

the ground over existing command links.

C3: Thermal Fixes to Sis (using existing heaters)

D2: Aperture Door Vignetting

A2: Thermal Deformation of Primary Mirror (using existing heaters)

NOTES:

1. Assuming that these options canbe effected by mounting the required elements on

the WFPC II mirror support arm, or by incorporating them into the "COSTAR." If

neither of these is feasible, then the relevant option drops down into Category 2:

"Modest Extension of Capabilities," or lower.

2. Effected by on-orbit removal and replacement of axial and/or radial bay modules.

3. Assuming that the EVA crew members were not required to go fully inside the

Forward Light Shield, but could complete the tasks by means of long handled tools

to be designed for the purpose. If such crew ingress should be required, the relevant

option drops down into Category 3: "Involved/Moderate Risk." It should be noted

in passing that the RMS plus MFR combination as it exists cannot position a crew

member very far into the interior of the Forward Light Shield due to a lack of co-

planarity between the RMS shoulder and elbow joints and the V1 axis of the HST as

positioned on the FSS.

4. Assuming that a satisfactory deployment mechanism can be developed. It appears

that one might be configured to operate temporarily within the WFPC bay for the
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purposeof makingsuchaninstallation.Mechanical"hangups"within theinterior
ofthe"stovepipe"wouldbevirtually impossibletoresolvebydirectmanualinter-
vention,however,andcouldbecripplingtotheentireHST.Thiswouldplaceavery
highpremiumonthereliabilityand/or theredundancyofthedeploymentmecha-
nism.

5.Theseoptionsstill awaitdetailedevaluation.Anecdotalinformationhasbeenre-
ceivedregardingfastenersthatfail tocomeoutwhendisassemblyof theFOCisat-
tempted.If theSpaceHabmodulecanbemadeavailablefor useasapressurized
workareatheseoptionswouldbeconsiderablymoreattractivethanif allworkwere
requiredtobeaccomplishedin vacuumduring thelimitedtimeof theEVA's.

6.Theaccessrequiredfor implementingtheseoptionson-orbitdoesnotappeartoex-
ist.Bothrequireextensiveaccessto thevolumebetweenthebackof theprimary
mirrorandtheFigureControlActuatorReactionPlate,whichisobstructedbymulti-
layerinsulation,the"Invarring,"andtheinnershelloftheSSM.
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RiSKMANAGI IENT

A SIGNIFICANTFACTORin the evaluation of any fix to the HST is identification of the risk

involved in implementing the solution. Once a solution is identified, a risk management

plan should be developed to minimize any remaining risk to acceptable levels. In

evaluation of risk for a given fix, several areas should be considered:

• Damage or loss of the HST. This would include physical damage caused by as-

tronaut or shuttle impact with HST elements, loss or damage of HST by stress in-

duced in landing and re-launch, or unintended interference with existing HST

components by newly installed elements.

• Failure of Solution to resolve problem. What is the risk that the fix won't solve

the problem? Things to consider here include: how accurately the optical pre-

scription must be known, how sensitive to placement the fix is, how well the tech-

nology is developed, and how well the fix can be tested and verified on the ground.

These considerations lead directly to the concept of reversibility, which refers to

how difficult it is to reverse the fix if necessary.

• Reversibility. Proposed solution should be evaluated to determine if the fix can

be reversed by ground command, on-orbit removal or ground removal. Some of

the fixes identified are not reversible without major structural replacement. For

example, overcoating the primary would require removal of the primary mirror.

This fix would be impossible on-orbit and difficult on the ground.

• Contamination. During the construction of HST, great effort was expended to keep

the optics clean. Small amounts of organic contaminates can completely destroy

the throughput in the ultraviolet. Ordinary dust on the mirror scatters light and

interferes with sensitive observations. Debris, like the little hooks that break off the

Velcro straps each time astronauts remove a tool, have the potential to block the

very small apertures that are present in each instrument or jam sensitive mecha-

nisms. Each fix must be evaluated as to the possibility of organic contamination to

the optics as well as generation of small items such as dust or debris. All fixes will

introduce new environmental elements near HST: shuttle generated propellent

exhaust, space suit expellant, or in the case of HST return, air ingestion on descent.

Once on the ground the pre-launch contamination control would need to be rein-
stituted.

• Costs, schedule, performance. Each of the fixes has associated with it the cost-

schedule-performance risk typical of any high technology endeavor. For the fixes

identified by the panel an excellent indicator of risk in these areas is how new the

technology is and if the implementation method is a planned or simple extension

to a planned capability in the M&R servicing program. Although detailed cost is

outside the scope of the Panel, quantification of the relative risk to schedule and

performance of each solution must be accomplished.
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IMPLEMENTATIONFACTORS

KEY CONSIDERATIONSIN THE SELECTIONof a repair strategy for the spherical aberration

problem on HST are the feasibility and difficulty of the on-orbit operations required.

The limiting factors are the construction of the HST, which makes access to some areas

difficult or impossible and the capabilities of suited astronauts. Both of these limitations

can be overcome to some degree by the development of tools and devices to simplify

installation of the components required for the fix.

The options for restoring HST's capabilities can be divided into two groups. First,

fixes that can be implemented using the available astronaut EVA planned for the

scheduled M&R missions including simple extensions to this baseline set of capabili-

ties. Second, those options which call for new capabilities far in excess of those available

and tested. In the second case, access required to implement the fix may not be avail-
able since on-orbit maintenance was not envisioned in these locations.

When the options are viewed in this manner, we can readily see that most of the op-

tions, nineteen of twenty-six, can be implemented utilizing the baseline M&R capabili-

ties or simple extensions. The remaining seven would require extensive new on-orbit

capabilities and at least two of these appear to have severe access difficulties.

POST-FOCAL PLANE

Options C1 through C9, Post-Focal Plane corrections in individual Sis, are all within the

baseline M&R capabilities. These options are accomplished by modifications done in-

ternal to an SI. The Sis are designed to be removed and replaced on-orbit. The capabili-

ties and facilities needed to perform this type of activity have a high degree of maturity.

Astronauts have practiced these activities in water tank simulations and participated in

real insertion and extractions of Sis on the flight hardware during development. Options

C1, C4, C8, and C9 accomplish the fix by corrective optics in the second generation Sis.

These Sis, now in the planning or development stage, would have the modification in-

corporated during construction and would be installed in HST on a standard servicing

mission. Options C2 and C5 to C7 are modifications to existing instruments currently

installed in HST. These options would require removing the SI from the HST during a

routine servicing mission, ground repair and subsequent reinsertion on orbit. Both re-

moval and reinsertion are baseline capabilities. (For option C5 to C7, Modifications to

the FOC, it may be possible to insert the corrective optics into the SI on-orbit. This is not

within the baseline capabilities and is being studied to determine if it is feasible to ac-

complish on orbit. This solution would save the down time associated with repairing

the FOC on the ground and reinstalling on a future maintenance mission.) Option C3,

if technically feasible, is the simplest in this group. It could be accomplished using ground

commands to adjust heater settings to distort the optics with in the SI. While simple to

implement, the solution is unlikely to work.

PRE-FOCAL PLANE

Implementation of corrections in the area in front of the Sis, Group B Pre-Focal Plane

Corrections, can be implemented using existing baseline capabilities if the corrective optics

are built into an axial SI-like package. This package (COSTAR) would be inserted into

one of the axial SI bays on HST on a routine service mission. Ground commands would

cause the COSTAR to insert the corrective optics into the optical path required to
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implement solutions B3, and possibly D3. Both spectrographs (FOS, HRS) and the FOC

could be corrected on a single mission. A proposal to place corrective optics on the pickoff

ann of the WFPC II does not provide the adjustments necessary to align the optics correctly

on orbit. The COSTAR concept has several advantages:

1. Fixes up to four Sis on a single mission.

2. Could be piggy-backed with WFPC II installation.

2. Does not impact future Sis

3. Uses existing technology
4. Eliminates the need for accurate placement of optics by suited astronaut.

5. Uses baseline servicing techniques
6. Allows normal servicing of all SI

7. Allows future adjustments and alignments or removal by ground command.

FULL-FIELD CORRECTIONS WITH FULL APERTURE

The Full-Field Corrections with Full Aperture, Group A solutions, do not seem to be

implementable using baseline M&R techniques (with exception of All and A12). A1

and A2 require access to the back of the primary mirror. Access to this area appears im-

practical on orbit. The three options A7 to A10 require access to the secondary mirror.

Access to this area by astronauts is not practical. While some sort of tool might be de-

veloped to make installation possible, it is considered by both astronauts and engineers

to be exceedingly difficult in both design and installation. The next solution in order of

difficulty is A4, the Full Aperture Corrector Plate. This option requires developing

challenging new M&R techniques. While less difficult than the previous A Group solu-

tions, the mass of the stmc_re combined with the difficulty of attachment lead engi-

neers and astronauts to the conclusion that this is also an exceedingly challenging option

to implement. The correction using a Full Aperture Plate, A4, has the advantage of being

less massive than A5, however the solution incorporates a number of thin optical plates

which will be difficult to handle on-orbit. Option A6, the placement of a Gas-Filled Cor-

rector Lens, if technically feasible, is more than an extension of existing techniques, but

perhaps more feasible to accomplish than the other group A techniques. This option

assumes that the lens would be held in place by inflation and that its location is not critical.

Option All and A12 require inserting elements into the Central Baffle of the primary

mirror. It appears a tool could be developed that has the form factor of a radial SI (FGS

or WFPC). This tool could be inserted using baseline techniques and the element pack-

age could be placed and locked into the central baffle to within I mm automatically.

MASKING

The solutions in the D group, Masking, range in complexity. Using the existing aper-

_re door to vignette the beam combined with secondary mirror re-centering, can be

accomplished using ground commands. Individual instrument baffles in front of each

SI could be implemented using the COSTAR. Attachment to the new WFPC II pickoff

mirror arm is also an option since placement of a baffle would be less sensitive than

placement of optical elements. The most complex of the group is the full aperture mask.

The removal of the aperture door, however, is a baseline capability. Using these attach-

ment points for the mask mechanism looks attractive. Preliminary studies indicate this

is a solution that both engineers and astronauts believe is achievable, though outside
the baseline.
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SECONDGENERATIONSClI]VCEINSTRUMENTS(SIS)

THREEREPLACEMENTSCIENCEINSTRUMEN-rS(SIs) are under development for on-orbit change

out: the Wide Field/Planetary Camera II (WFPC II), the Near-Infrared Camera and

Multi-Object Spectrometer (NICMOS) and the Space Telescope Imaging Spectrograph
(STIS). The current schedule shows installation of WFPC II in 1993, NICMOS in 1996

and STIS near the end of the decade. The schedule and order of the instrument devel-

opments is under review due to the current optical problems with the observatory.

The WFPC II is essentially a clone of the existing WFPC with improvements in the

CCD imaging chips, an additional optical filter complement, and refinements in the

support electronics.

The NICMOS extends the wavelength coverage of the observatory into the infrared

for both imaging and spectroscopy.

The STIS is a replacement for both of the current spectrographs, the High Resolution

Spectrograph (HRS) and the Faint Object Spectrograph (FOS). It covers a wider wave-

length range than the HRS and FOS combined, and it will take two-dimensional data.

It is important to note that WFPC II and NICMOS can accommodate corrections to

the existing spherical aberration with little impact to their planned performance.

WFPC II

Prior to the discovery of the spherical aberration problem, WFPC II was scheduled to

be installed during a refurbishment mission approximately three years after launch of

HST. The schedule for construction of the new camera at JPL is presently under review,

but completion will probably still occur in the latter half of 1992 with installation an orbit
in mid-1993.

The baseline HST aberration recovery plan includes modifications to the optics of

WFPC II such that the original specification for the OTA/camera system can be met. To

achieve this, optics teams have convened at JPL and elsewhere in order to measure the

OTA aberrations as-built and to define the changes needed to the WFPC II optics in order

to compensate for the OTA problem. In the near term, a suite of HST observations are

being performed to characterize the OTA, and then the WFPC 1_optical components

can be figured. On the assumption of a simple spherical aberration in the primary of

the OTA, the required changes could be effected in the figures of the Cassegrain repeater

secondaries (and possibly the fold mirrors) of WFPC II.

When built, WFPC II will be tested with an optical stimulus which will be modified

so as to reproduce the actual performance of the OTA.

Other changes and developments on WFPC 1I relative to WFPC include:

• Better UV response and quantum-efficiency (QE) stability

The CCDs used in WFPC II are coated with a lumogen phosphor and biased plati-

num gate. They have shown no signs of the hysteresis or QE decay observed in the

current WFPC devices.

• A linear ramp filter with a 1% bandwidth from 4,000 to 10,000/_

The bandpass will be selectable by target positioning. This filter will be for use in the

Wide Field mode only. Development of a Wood filter (a thin-film alkali metal filter
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that provides far-UV transmission without the red leaks of the WFPC filters) is con-

tinuing at JPL and a subcontractor.

• Reduced contamination of the camera heads

Mechanical and materials changes to WFPC II have the goal of reducing this con-

tamination to a level at least three orders of magnitude below that observed during
the last thermal-vacuum test of WFPC. Contamination control includes increased

venting of electronics bays, baffling of CCDs, changes to materials, and the indu-

sion of CCD boil-off heaters in order to provide sensitivity down to Lyrnan alpha.

• An internal flat field capability (in UV and visible)

This ability will be provided by the inclusion of deuterium and quartz lamps within

the volume of the current UV light-pipe.

• Improved electronics

Electronics improvements will eliminate missing codes from the analog to digital

converters and eliminate residual images. Extended registers are provided on each

chip for bias determination.
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STIS

The Space Telescope Imaging Spectrograph (STIS) is designed to take spectra over a

wavelength range---1050 to 11,000 _--that is wider than the combined ranges of the

HRS and FOS instruments. STIS is a two-dimensional spectrograph: it images along

the entrance slit, which can produce simultaneous spectra for points along a line on the

astronomical source. STIS will offer a selection of spectral resolutions from very low to

high. Functionally, it can replace both the HRS and the FOS with no loss in spectrographic

capability. In addition, it offers:

• the multiplex advantage of 2-dimensional detectors (260X to 2400X in speed, depend-

ing on the mode).

• greater wavelength coverage into the near-IR.

• higher quantum efficiency

N10X FOS at 7000 A, even more at longer wavelengths
N3X to 6X FOS at 3000 - 6000

-2X HRS and FOS at 1050 - 1700 A.

• no red leak in the UV (unlike FOS, FOC, and WFPC).

• lower effective sky background limit

N2X better than FOS, due to simultaneous sky and source measurements

~ 4X better than FOS, because pixels are smaller.

• lower scattered light in echelle mode

~8X better than HRS, because pixels are smaller and grating is better.

• better optical design in the UV:

STIS has just two reflecting surfaces for the low and very low resolution modes, and

it avoids the grazing incidence technology used in FOS. There are two additional
reflections if a corrector is installed.

• benefits from HST's high spatial resolution.



• coronographicmode,notavailablein HRS.

• improvedpointingeffectivenessdueto camera-qualitytargetacquisitionmode.

• onefocalplanepositionfor all modes--norepointing.

STIS CAN BE USED IN THREE BASIC SPECTROGRAPHIC MODES:

• Echelle mode, like IUE, which uses a 2-D detector format to capture a long spec-

trum in strips. Unlike the HRS, STIS observes the spectrum and the inter-order

background simultaneously, with no loss of on-target observing time. Furthermore,

the HRS uses a 1-D detector with only 512 detecting elements, which can record

only a section of one spectral order in a single exposure. STIS records a spectral

range 130x bigger than HRS at higher resolution (R=140,000) and with about twice

the sensitivity.

• Long slit mode, which takes spectra simultaneously (at medium, low, or very low

resolution) at each of 1000 positions along the projected position of the slit on the

target. In this mode, STIS surpasses the corresponding mode of the FOC in the UV

because the FOC has a significant red leak and because STIS is much more sensi-

tive. (The HRS and FOS have no long slit mode.)

• Slitless spectrograph mode, which takes spectra simultaneously of every point-

source in the field of view. In this mode, STIS surpasses the WFPC prism mode by

providing useful sensitivity in the UV with no red leak. (The HRS and FOS do not

operate in a slitless mode.)

Unlike the present HRS and FOS with their small entrance apertures and 1-D detec-

tors, STIS will operate usefully in parallel with other instruments. In the slitless spectro-

graph mode, it obtains point-source spectra in a 50 x 50 arcsec field of view. The long-

slit spectrograph mode can take the spectra of extended sources falling into the field of
view.

The STIS camera mode, designed primarily for target acquisition, is capable of im-

aging sources in a 50 x 50 arcsec field to a 29 th magnitude limit in 1 hour at visible

wavelengths, and to 31st magnitude in the near-IR.

A photon time-tagging capability in the STIS UV detector system can be used to re-

cover spatial resolution that might be lost due to spacecraft jitter. HRS, FOS, and WFPC

lack this capability.

NICMOS

The Near-Infrared Camera and Multi-Object Spectrometer (NICMOS) will extend HST's

capabilities into the infrared. NICMOS has short wavelength coverage down to I _tm for

overlap with the other HST Sis, but NICMOS also provides diffraction-limited imaging

out to 2.5 _tm, and spectroscopy out to 3 _tm.

Broad-band imaging between I and 2.5/_m is background limited for both ground-

based telescopes and HST. However, since the background for ground-based telescopes

is due to airglow emission while the HST sees primarily scattered zodiacal light, the
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HST background is hundreds to thousands of times fainter than for the ground-based

case. (Note also that the airglow can be highly variable with time.) The lowest background

on HST will occur near 1.7 _rn (the background here is 10,000 times fainter than from

the ground) providing NICMOS on HST with the capability to perform extremely deep

surveys for protogalaxies. (Lyman-alpha emission for a galaxy with z = 13 occurs at 1.7

_tm.) For wavelengths longward of 2.5 grn, thermal emission from the warm (290 K) HST

optics begins to erode the advantage of HST over ground-based telescopes for broad-

band imaging applications.

NICMOS has three independent cameras, all covering the same I to 2.5 _tm window

but with different magnifications. Diffraction-limited imaging is available over the entire

1-2.5 _trn wavelength region with one of the cameras. Each camera views a separate field

in the HST focal plane, but a beam-steering mirror can be used to divert a fixed point in

the HST focal plane (called the maximum image quality, or MIQ, position) to any of the

cameras. The range of motion available for the beam-steering mirror is approximately

2 arcmin. Each camera also has its own 20 position filter wheel. Thus, a diverse range of

scientific programs can be addressed by the appropriate camera/filter combination.

NICMOS also has three independent spectrometers. The Multi-Object Spectrometer

(MOS) covers the wavelength range between I and 2 p.m. Beam-slicing optics map a 16

arcsec by 8 arcsec rectangular region of the HST focal plane onto the long-slit spectro-

graph. Multiple gratings mounted on a rotatable carousel allow for a variety of spectral

resolutions, up to a resolving power of -60 km/sec.

Two spectrometers cover the 2-3 _n wavelength range: Long Wavelength Spec-

trometer I CLWS 1) covers from 2 to 2.5 _tm and Long Wavelength Spectrometer 2 (LWS

2) covers from 2.5 to 3 lxrn. Both are cooled, cross-dispersed echelle grating spectrom-

eters having 0.2 x 3 arcsec slits and no moving parts. The spectral resolution for each is

~100 km/sec. LWS 1 covers the astrophysically important CO band near 2.3 _n. Al-

though the HST thermal background limits its broadband imaging sensitivity long-ward

of 2.5 pz'n, the LWS 2 provides extremely sensitive spectroscopy out to its long wave-

length cut-off at 3 _. The region between 2.5 and 3 _ma is especially important because

severe atmospheric absorption makes ground-based observations virtually impossible.

Even airborne observations are significantly compromised in the 2.5 to 3 grn region.

All six NICMOS "functions" (i.e., the three cameras and three spectrometers) use

identical 256 x 256 Hg-Cd-Te array detectors (one array per function). (The LWS 2 de-

tector is doped slightly differently in order to extend its wavelength coverage to 3 lain.)

Each function can be used in stand-alone mode, or all can be operated simultaneously.

NICMOS has its own microprocessors (dual 80386 microprocessors) which can be

programmed for complex operations. However, NICMOS operations may be limited

by the commanding capability of the HST ground system.

All six NICMOS functions share common "stage 1" optics consisting of three ele-

ments: a folding fiat, a re-imaging mirror, and the beam-steering mirror. The re-imag-

ing mirror produces an image of the HST pupil on the beam-steering mirror. In the

original plan, the re-imaging mirror was spherical and the beam-steering mirror was

fiat. However, by changing the figure on these two elements, the OTA spherical aberra-
tion can be corrected within NICMOS.
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GLOSSARY

AO

arc_Lh_

arcsec

BTU

Caltech

CCD

CLEAN

cm

COSTAR

CV

deg
ECF

ELV

ESA

ESTR

EVA

FDn

FGS

FHST

FOC

FOS

FSS

ft

GO

GSC

GSFC

GTO

HDOS

HRA

HRS

HSP

HST

Hz

IDT

IR

IRAS

IUE

IV

JHU
JPL

JSC
K

km

_mgstrom unit, 10 -1°m

Announcement of Opportunity

minute of arc, or I/60 of a degree

second of arc, 1/3600 of a degree
British Thermal Unit

California Institute of Technology

charge coupled device; a solid-state, light detecting array

a computer program for deconvolving radio telescope images

centimeter, 10 -2 m

Corrective Optics Space Telescope Axial Replacement

cataclysmic variable star

degree of arc

ST European Coordinating Facility

expendable launch vehicle

European Space Agency

Engineering and Science Tape Recorder

extra-vehicular activity

Flight Day n
Fine Guidance Sensor

Fixed Head Star Tracker

Faint Object Camera

Faint Object Spectrograph

Flight Servicing System
foot

General Observer

Guide Star Catalog

Goddard Space Flight Center
Guaranteed Time Observer

Hughes Danbury Optical Systems

High Resolution Apodizer

High Resolution Spectrograph

High Speed Photometer

Hubble Space Telescope

Hertz, cycle per second

Investigation Definition Team
infrared

Infra Red Astronomy Satellite

International Ultraviolet Explorer
intra vehicular

The Johns Hopkins University

Jet Propulsion Laboratory

Johnson Space Center

degree Kelvin
kilometer

i

v
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LAS

lbs

LMSC

LWS

M&R

m

magnitude
mas

MFR

MLI

mIn

MMU

MIQ

MOS

MSFC

NASA

NICMOS

nlTl

NTF

OCS

ORI

ORU

OS

OTA

PC

PCS

PFR

PM

PMT

PCS

PSF

PWLA

QE
QSO
R

rad

Fins

RMS

RSU

RTV

SAs

SAC

SI

SIPE

SM

SSM

Laboratoire Astronomie Spatiale

pounds

Lockheed Missiles and Space Corporation

Long Wavelength Spectrometer

Maintenance & Refurbishment, the NASA program to service HST in orbit
meter

unit of star flux; larger values mean fainter stars
milliarcsecond, 10-3arcsec

manipulator foot restraint

multi-layer insulation
millimeter, 10-3m

micrometer or micron, 10-6 m

Manned Maneuvering Unit

maximum image quality

Multi-Object Spectrometer

Marshall Space Flight Center

National Aeronautics and Space Administration

Near-Infrared Camera and Multi-Object Spectrometer
nanometer, 10-9 m

New Technology Telescope

Optical Control System

Orbit Replaceable Instrument

Orbit Replaceable Unit

Observatory Scientist

Optical Telescope Assembly

Planetary Camera

Pointing Control System

portable foot restraint

primary mirror

photomultiplier tube, a single-channel, vacuum-tube light detector

Pointing Control System

point spread function

Portable Work Light Assembly

quantum efficiency

quasi-stellar object, or quasar

resolving power

radian (p rad = 180 °)

root mean square

Remote Manipulator System
Rate Sensor Unit

room temperature vulcanizing

solar arrays, the HST power source

Solar Array Carrier
Science Instrument

Science Instrument Protective Enclosure

secondary mirror

System Support Module
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STAC

STAR

STIS

STS

ST ScI

TAC

TBD

UA

ULE

UV

WFC

• WFPC

WFS

Z

Space Telescope Advisory Council

Space Telescope Axial Replacement

Space Telescope Imaging Spectrograph

Space Transportation System

Space Telescope Science Institute
Time Allocation Committee

to be determined

University of Arizona

ultra-low expansion (high thermal stability)
ultra violet

Wide Field Camera

Wide Field and Planetary Camera
Wave-Front Sensor

redshift
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